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State Inaugurates New President
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Seventeenth SJS President
HAS: Extensive B4ekground-.As ’Educator, Adinistrator
By LARRY ELAM
C9py Desk Chief
Or, John Thomas Wahlguist, whose inauguration today as 17th
resident ’of the college is being attended by Governor Earl Warren
rad distinguished educators (rem oi Over the country, has mad* MS
-nark in the field of education in SIM !roles of teacher, administrator
snd author. Born Sept. 10, 11149, in Hoer City, Utah, Preilderrit
oil Is 01 Swedish -Scotch deseent.40-1---to father, Charles J. Wahiquist.teducation at the University of
swedush attorney who dis-1, Cincinatti.
’While at the University of Utah,
leviistied himself in Utah as die- ’
’.ict atom ney of his county and he lads anced from instructor to the
,t, r 45 one of the first juvenile position of director of the Home
-itcrt judgta in that state. His Stady department of the Extentier. Elizatxth, a native of ikn service. to assistant professor
school training, to as.
isber City, was the daughter of ofcconiary
ate professor of secondary edliotries Campbell. a Scotch miner
tion, to director of the William
.1 1,1i TTIIr.
Stewart Training school, to
M
/141-a youth. President Naihllessor of education and director
wrist ita educated in the poll - of ..training, and finally to clean of
He nrlusiols In’ Heber tit) and
th College of Educatinh and proreimor
near -by Penns eit), and finished
and head of the Department
0110 whotd at a special prepare- ! of Educational Administration.
tory ’school connected with Brig- , pr. Wahlquist also has served
barn Yount( imisersity.- where he ; a visiting professor of education,
ialedirtorian of his elan*. la
the University of Cincinatti,
A member. of a large family. i.S n
Francisco. State, ,Peorge
Joh* Wahlquist began his rlaashington university, ’University
-a( hula career at the age of 17. ol Washington, University of Call:Poing the next 13 years, he fOrnia at Los Angeles and the
’aught nine full years, part of two
iversity of Southern California.
iteeis and managed to complete
, More than 100,000 copies of
arrarerrienls for his bachelor’s
tbe new President’s books deal ,od master’s degrees in science.
ng with educational philosophy
iced a 1,1(X:i6r.K degree in secon. and adminharation have been
"(Ministration
lacy
sold, and many colleges and unIT
fir, wainkl"i’d ass graduated
tersitiwi throughout the coon-’
l’rocii the Unisernity of flab In
$r ,hit’..- adopted them as tests
huchelor’. degree, as , In education curricula.
I VI ulth
; "The Philosophy of American
a. .1 necondars credential
acia a. credential In school ad n," his first major work,
II ica
(*my
o y var.% Inter he
ininintration.
it in 1942 and has been
revel% ed is master’s degree from
ly as ft text. Last fall,
uisi’d ’a
the *woe 1"0’.er’.ttY and in 193
-The Administration of Public
co)enetor’. (Irk ree
administration" was published.
of tintarred by the
and it already has been adopted
easel
;is a test by Harvard university,
of Pennsylvania,
Sine, that t
be MN taken 1 he
rut tile Teachers’ ltenn State, the 1,niversity of CMaisanced
ollere of -ciatimhia university, ! tiinatti, the University of Maine
’nut holds it life diploma in eciti-I poi the University of California at
,stiorwri administration conferred ilierkeley.
About this time last year the
w the Ut.ili Stare itoard of Edoi-at ion
California State Board of Edittenching methcation ivied upon the recomods forli .,t treated attention in , mendistion of Dr. Roy E. Slamelltientional doles of the state. json, state director of education,
naming Br. Wahlquint as the
fie attompted to Make his (lasscroon Jo-tallies more interesting sttecessor of President -emeritus,
licrieflicial to the students hy !Dr. ’rhomas W. MacQuarrie. The
newly -appointed head of the col tieing in the courses with the
lo-obit -m.4 arid happcnings of the
lege came to San Jose on July I,
and unarmed his ditties one
month later at the time of Dr,
In lirtil, when he was just tl
rear, old, President Wahlquist
Mairgnarrie’ii emigration.
’or. prim 11511
IO-teacher
II
Sinvo that time Dr. Wahlquist I
Junior high school in Weber has been very active in furthercarrots of his home %tate, ny
Inc the intyrests of the college,
fiSti he bad heron hi. long maktrig several trips to Sacramen.
career of sprite.. at his Alma to for that purpose.
Although hie busy life as a
Mater. the University of l’tah.
Mill, reaching at trooper, Utah
college admInintrator leaves him
l’Ir Wayquist met Grace Dora’s,
little time for recreation. Presigradu le of snow Academy, who dent Wahiquint plays golf wee Wen was tit-aching in !Wiper. They
atonally. and devotes as much
Were. married Aug. 30, 1921, and, of his free time as operable to
the kindred interest of Mrs. Wahl- ! his hobby of photography. The
quad in the field of education has
V1’101(11,140’ have traveled eaten falsely in this country and spent
aided In the Hee ’of Dr. Wahlquist
--Ile continued to serve on the some time In Europe In IMO.
faeulfy of the Unktreity of Utah
Dr. and Mrs. Wahlquist have
(mum the time of hiS appointment two sons, Carl anti Don. Carl is
there to 19/4 until he was rip- a part-time student at the college,
pointed president’ of San
se:Joand also is employed as an archislate in I32 lSurusig this time tect with the local firm of Higgins
hr was *Anent from his Alma Ma. -and Root. Don, who is interested
tek only two years, 1929 to ’30, In writing, is attending the Uniwhen he sees acting instructor of versa): of Minnesota
41ttir

1 W cri!iqtfist

Don Wahlquist

photo by Zimmerman

Wahlquists To Celebrate 30 Wonderful Years;
President’s Wife’s Suecialtv Field of Fine Arts

Sy JOANNE RONSSTANN ’
Dr. and Mrs. John T. Wahlquist
will celebrate their 30th wedding
anniversary Aug. 30.
For Mrs Wahlquist it has been
"30 wonderful years" "Every minute of them has been filled with
things to do, people to meet and
places to go."
Their marriage is the airbag
example of the old adage "behind every important man there
I. a good woman."
Grace Dories Wahlqulet was
raised in a email farming community in Utah. Her parents
were of English _and Doadah
stock.
As the middle child of a sevenmember family,
young Grace
learned to get along wIth people
of all age levels.
"I didn’t cross the state line un.
til I was married," she remarked.
At the age when moat teesage psis are mooniug ever amvie Mora Ovum Dories left
Mae to altaid Portia aisow
academy peeporatory to enteritis
the tweeting peateealen.
She was Jan It wises she heinn tomato( sewing and public spoilage- he Hooper, MOIL
Also on the teaselling staff win
an "armpit young instructor.
John T. Wimblimist.
They met on the first day air a
teacher’s institute and "that teas
that." The WahlguLsts were Married on Aug. 90, 1923. "A wick
- later we returned to our Okitions." she smiled.
The new Mess.
W
’ taught school for a year
then devoted her entire tim
her family.
She never allowed herself I t
gittle clown into the everyday ru
keeping house.
Mrs. Wahlguist’s specialty la
field of fine arts. Between rufhtling
her house, raising her sons, Don
sod Carl, and fulfilling the Weld
reopentiblfttiee of’ a. celilege pets4

fessor’s wife, she managed to
I teach craft classes at the UniierI say of Utah.
The president’s wife likes to
putter around with ceramics,lt
was this hobby which won for
her the highest award given to a
woman in her home state.
It all began when she accepted
the cliairmaaship of the arts and
crafts division of the Utah
Centessolal exposition in 1047.
While gathering articles for the
exhibit she discovered that the
state had no homemade savenips. Working with women from
all over Utah, she collected
many original pieces of art work
to be dapilaygd.
This led to the organization of
her own business as an artists’
representative. Eventually her effort and resourcefulness put her
name in the Utah Hall of Fame.
Mrs. Wattiguist explained modestly that the Hall of Fame award
is given once every five years.
Women from all over the state
vote for the most deserving
women.
She kook time out from writing letters to her sons serving
overseas donate World War II to
organise state war effort art/vitt,s for the War Production
board. As a member of the Utah
Minnie Women she traveled inside and outside the state explaining the chill defense program.
Mrs. Wahlquist also was an active member of the children’s division of the Church of the Latter
Day Saints in her home state.
"Since we moved I’ve been so
busy just arranging things, and
getting to know the area and the
people that I haven’t had tune for
any outside activities," she apologised.
In her spare time the busy marfert likes Us do anything that will
keep her with her family. Since
her fairrialle she has visited all

of the 48 states, Mexico and in
1950 flew to Finland and toured
Europe with Dr. Wahlguist.
"We like to travel." she explained. "whether it’s to New
York or just a drive thromrh the
Santa
Cruz
mountains.
Of
course, I’d like to see everything
over again, but I pertindarly
want to visit South Americo."
The President’s wife usually
accompanies him on his official
business trips also. When he does
go alone she doesn’t have time to
get lonely with son Carl, a student
on campus, home to keep her corn.
pony,’ The youngest Wahlguist son
is studying architecture and working part time for a San Jose
firm.
Big and blond, Carl looks more
like a right half back than an earnest college student. His older
brother, Don, is enrolled in the
University of Minnesota in the
school of journalism.
The men la the family are
camera hugs, mopplog pictures
of all the pieties they have
dotted, and of ends other. Although each member Ms taken
kis turn pooling for munthes
pictures they never hove hod a
family picture token.
Mrs. Wahlquist enjoys playing
the piano, but "strictly for my
own enjoyment," eh. hastened to
explain. "If I ever have the time
I’d like to really learn to play."
She does the majority-of her
owo homework. Mhos. me
moot ligasepagas she awl Po
iJpit
esithaslastie lapel N.
as what tomes sang and .1 ea.Fal all of it," ohs asaraialbsd.
"There are so nab" ’alma I’d
like to do if I had the *Mk flp
many plates I’d ABM to are and
59 many, thing,. that hit* to be
done and are Nil tadetal," she
sated.

Deans Extend
Welcome to
New President
After working with the neiv
president of the ctillege for several months, deem and other perFennel of San Ape State are satisfied iltat Dee .14111g.T. Walsiquiat
excentionally well qualified for
the poet he win be inducted into
forma, this morning.
The following are statements
i.sued by ’Members of the college
ctaff an the eve et Dr. Wahiquist’s
inauguration.
Dr. James C. DeVoss, executive
dean aid greed marshal of the
academic procesakm this morning,
raid:
"Ever sines Preside,* Wahlquiet was appsialikli 1 hoes been
reodetag Tisk( et enfigratnlabore usemoiss. We are indeed
fortunate eis love a man se
sock- digh haft kppeinted to
this -esolleia-- Promitaft Wahlpuha lenaliell a rieb experience
which gem Idea an exultant
bookgswand tor lesdhor Ulm
lets ke air even biller standing illast it now mhos. In Ms
peesseal niblibsinadin be has
was ehe heal atkighaes ed the
amenibeans of the allsidukteadoa."
Joe H. West. oetin of students:
"The shift of all the offices
engagetl in student personnel services extend a very enthusiastic
welconte to President Wahiquiste
Those of us who have been a
cart cif the college for a number
cf years have a great pride in
inetitutiagef and Its developnt. We hava every confidence
that wider Prenkleut Wahlquist’s
eadertibisi tenure generations of
students will have cause to be
even more proud of the achievements of the college and the ideals
for which it stands. We look forward go many years of harrnoDiO’jS relationships."’
Dr. Slas41e y C. Bens. dean of
men:
"It is a pleasure to vrere under a college president who wa
compeetolg at;rta the merehers of Ids staff. President
Wahloolet is
sous with his
time. sympethetic la Me point
of view, and positive la his
couree of ertion."
Dr. Harry T. Jensen, coordinator of gradisate study:
"President Wahlquist has evidenced keen interest In. and understanding of the numerous problems entering in the professional
education of teachers. Since our
graduate peograms are closely allied to teacher preparation we
need the administration’s support
that he is giving this office."
Dr. Edward W. Clements, personnel counselor :"In meeting the dimensions of
his office, President Wahlquist has
fhe assurance of our cordial support and cooperation. We look forward confidently to an era of prosperity under his administration."
-
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Program of the Inauguration

Evans Praises
New President

ser

. PROCESSIONAL
"Pomp and Circumstance"
San Jose State College Symphony Orchestra
INVOCATION
The Rev. Merit Rifenbark, D.D.

"In the short time that Dr. John
T. Wahlquist has been with us he
has proved himself to be one ,ete
the country’s noted educators, and
a capable executive," Tons Mims.
president of the associated eeltient body of San Jose State college, said recently.
"Especially, has ever, we ha. e
found our new president to be a
friend who has the inttrests of the
students as a whole at heart."
Evans continued.
Weans concluded. It has been
a stimulating experience to work
closely with him."

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
L D. Bohnett, clsairman, College Advisory Beard
GREETINGS FROM THE STATE OF CAUFORNIA
Governor Earl Warren
SELECTIONS
"Salvation Is Created"
"Sichrt Cervus"
"Ye Shall Have Sertg"
College A Cappello Choir

Tschnesnoltoff
Palestsine
Thompson

Inaugural Displays
JVIake Appearance
In Stores, Banks

GREETINGS
- From Universities, Colleges and Learned Societies
J. Herold Wariarns, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
From Alumni AssooiationEmerson Arends, President
From Assocleted Students--Mark Thomas Evans, President
From Faculty CouncilDudley T. Moorhead, AL M.A., Ph.D.
SELECTION
"Comes Autumn Time"
San Jose State College Symphony Orchestra

Leo Sowerby

INDUCTION OF THE PRESIDENT
Roy E. Simpson, MA., D. Lit.
INAUGURAL ADDRESS *
John Thomas Wahlquist, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
BENEDICTtON
The Rev. James A. Martin
RECESSIONAL
"Coronation March"
San Jose State College Symphony Orchestra

Meyerbeer

(The eudience will please remain seated until after the Recessional)

_
Money Well Speni
The governor of California and many important officials will be on campus today.. These men
and those before them, have helped to enact and
administer legislation which has elicited millions of
dollars toward building this college into what it is
today, and what it will be tomorrow.
We would hie to tell them for the student
body, as sincerely and as convincingly as we can,
that it was money well-spent.
Because of improved curriculum and facilities
made possible by this legislation, students who are
being graduated from San Jose State college next
month will be better equipped to teach a class, do
engineering, write a newspaper, enforce the law,
run a business, or participate in government, than
those who were graduated four years before them.
The oldest and largest state college in California, this year has drawn nearly 6000 students
from all over California and from other states as

A Good Star/.
We are gathered today to inaugurate Dr. John
T. Wahlquirt as president of San Jose State college.
But the ceremonies today will be more than
mere inaugural formalities: They will be
sincere
expression of appreciation from the community
and college for a job well begun.
Dr. Wahlquisf accepted his duties as president

Window displays iumouneine the
Inauguration of President John T
Wahlquist have been placed in
about hi downtown stores and
banks by members of Mr. Pearce
Davies’ Public Relations clams.
Many other business establiAments are displaying 14 by Xl-inch
reproductions of invitations. whkis
were sent to approxinsately 700
colleges and universities in all
parts of the United Stater
Students made contacts with
the businesses, suggested appreee
priate dliplay for the .store end
obtained material,’ for the di’plays. Don Goideen, re
ming
the Merchants’ association,
the class launch the pro
Establishments which hai, e epeeist displays are Hale’s. Hai s.
INUM.5. Lang’s, Roos Bros.. Go1deen’s, Appleton’s. Robinson Ftirallure, Bond’s, General F11111/14,P,
Prussia’s. ’eon’s, First National
Bank. . American Trust camomile% .
Leon Jacobs,
’
1:6ion Yurnit t/ .
Wooleorth’s. Penney’s’. Hamm, ee.
Sears, Ferguson’s. Powell* and
Colman’s.
A unique exhibit in the coil ge
library is composed of !afloat
greetings sent to lir. Wahlieest
and the cdflotge hy other educe.
tionel institutions. The exhibit includes some hand-lettered and
parchment greetings, with wall,,
ribbons and other adornments.

of this, the largest of the California state colleges,
on Aug. I, 1953.
Since then he has faced most of the prob.
Likes
Isms which confront educational administrators. He
he
has advised student governmentts
leaders;
tah
made repeated trips to the
ate capitol in his
etruggIr for an adequate college budget; he has
Ile’s fun to he with and e
carrricd the extra burden of the state college- to Li% e with
That’s the way
Mrs. elohn T. Ws hioulst de scri’ves
junior college separation.
Througli it all his unhesitating, equitable decii- the coneee’s new president.
To his attractive wife, its.
ions have been the key to a smooth -running college. wimqukt is just
"the Duet., ..
presicirnfs, his own adminis- eho nee% to ’Ritter around in
Other
state
college
well.
trative staff and city officials and businessmen the hartomed among the
Many came in order to learn how to be eduevah."dreh
issee the roses, and she eeeeeeee
come to appreciate him as a capable OlteCli
cators. Some came for technical training, often
ally Inastys her selik Ilia
five
and a true gentlemen.
finding it to belesi expensive than that offered by,
en-photography.PWhen
We
we
confident
speaking
for
Or
hpyhaiipare,weevestie.
feel
are
private universities.
pledge whole- he likes to play
No Matter what their individual objectives, they tire college community when we
a sound of geff
all leave with greater understanding of the world’ hearted support for the new administration.’
!or lob a few bells on the tennis
Dr. Wahlquist has made an auspicious start as tcourt. We used to play together,
and "la people in it.
those who have made this opportunity pos. president of Ow college. A stood start presages but lately we’ve bipli bran tee
o
T
K
.M
ByDON DeMAIN
successful future.
Ibusy’ to play at all," the gireoldentS tible, we
students
are.
sincerely
grateful.
wife explained.
"Dr, Wahiquist is an idealist. -i
At base aa In’ Ii. office, Dr.
His isions, his ideas of what a
Wsawayeakiguistiodsednimile a wipe, mane, morn,
eollege can do for able students
ewes
ere what brought inc to San Jose
the eamalliset p. ’r
Re hao a
State college," Dr. Fred F. liar- I Aroundthe corner from the I It is the touch of Mrs. Wahl- era of grey
A tiny jacket of Wiwi aesthetes* nelod. quirk to
cleroad, dean of education and the
with lace and tiny see through illetractleas. Mrs
president’s first appointee to the noise and activity of Greek row Iquist that makes the president’s taffeta cot
will (veer the Wahlquist said.
rhinestones
seed
eibrant
yesback
warm,
Her
said
white
house
set
home.
house
a
staftwfy
administration,
is
a
college
"He’s just an average Ameriterday.
personality is reflected in every strapless dress. The sown was can man. He even eats
on a green lawn.
for breakDr. Harcieroad, who gave up a
friendly kind of house part of the house from the color made from an imported French fast what any average men would
It
is
the
position as chairman of the Meipattern.
stop to look scheme in the "office" to the
eat, she laughed.
pion of education at San Diego that makes passersby
"I enjoy the garden," she ex "I’d eke to learn
modern
State college, said he took a cut and remark, "Isn’t that pretty?" !china dogs crowding the corner
The address Is 420 S. 12th tnic-a-brne.
language and brush up my piano Stifled. -but he’s the gardener
in monthly salary to come to San
Jose at Dr. Wahlquist’s request. street and the sign on the mail 1 A native of Utah, Mrs. Wahl- playing," she wished. "but the life In the family. We both like Icing
to the theater, all versions of it.
box says -Dr. and Mrs. John T. , quint speaks with a rather noticeHis rerun?
able twang. Arhile listening she is of a college president’s wife from opera to the movies. Vt’
"I knew of 161& Wahlquist only Wahlquirt."
never miss the college producThe "little white house" re- , quiet and relased. but when she doesn’t allow too mach time."
through his be!. ’The Philosophy
Mrs. Wahlguist is taking the Nions," she said.
of American Education,’ " he said. flects the tastes. ambitions. and I talks she fairly bubbles with en"Both of as would Rae to
inauguration in stride just as she
interests of the three people who 1 era:steam.
book
"The,dn
aevwas
issevery
rpmI
-The president’s wife looks more takes everything. Like any house- swept the maw stodent Meltewhen he came to ere me in live inside.
The effect in the spacious living like a modest, busy heueresifir wife. she has been busy polishing Mons we hove rassived not
San Diego, I )earned roue of his
room and dining room is one 01 than a matron who has traveled the silver and washing the cur- with the Doctor the welters of
ideas on education."
the whose comes bates, as
"They were great , ideas," Dr. coolness. and quiet Thiy figuriffes all over the world and entertained tains for the big day.
The only cloud on the day for engagements." Mi..
Hardwood asserted, "and it was created by Mrs. WaMquiet fill a many famous people. Her brown
then I decided to give up a life- glass cabinet. The walls are hung hair is cut short and is attractive her will be the absence of her
The Wahlquists also like i
son, Don. Studies at the Delversong position and accept his offer eith modern Art and a piano dom- in tight little curls.
Her taste in clothes la temple. ’dry 01Minnesota make it inspolte- tertasn. Tomorrow inernieg
to come to San lose. You don’t inates the tiring room.
In the pocket-sized garden are For the inaugural ball Mrs. Watd- bie for Don to be present to will be hosts to out4t-state
often find a sthool adritinistrator
iie hee
keeled a faunal gown watch the hsauguratioe of his tors and college officiate at a
climbing roses, berry bushes
as
who
wen’" he msrigoitis.
fet breaktart
mewed with say- father.
pink"
"Mamie
east

’The Doctor’
Gardening, Sports

President’s Ideas
Impre,s8Apponi. tee

Home Reflection Of Mrs. W

quist
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Zimm Mories Taken of Library awied
be
today,
IInaugural Parade
according

Pies

The Library and Reserve Book
closed
room will
born
9:30 a.m. to 1!30 p.m.,
Five motion picture photograph- to IdissJoyce Back*, head libraAwl.
ers and sound technicians under
____
the direction of Dr. Richard LewIi. Audio-Visual department head.
will photograph the inaugural
Iprocession today.
The movie is being made to
augment the history of the college
WOO&
in one of its most important moments, Dr. Lewis explained.
Head photographer will be Allen
Johnson with Torn Silliman as his
Licursi’s we open
assistant. Jerry Stevens and Al
very day of fhb **air
Miller are in charge of the sound
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Now You Can Get
A Haircut Any Day
Of The

o.e..

TED FALEYEditor
Make-vp Editor, this issue

JESS SMITHBut. Mar.
Joyce Passetti

Copy Oath. Larry Born (chiell, Sally Cavtim, .041 Herb De.44.
Cliff Harringtos
Joyce PassettfhPlusto Editor
Associate Er/iter
Mildred Killers
Larry Eiam.:Foature E/iter
Copy Desk Osiel
Gerry Garborissi
Sports Editor
George Noloeschring Editor
Sob Kircher
Clio AA. Editor ....
Rossetsws Wire Editor
Reporters: Don DeMain. James Choate. Don Johnsen, Keith Koblookoach. Nancy
Ed Peps, Nelms
Lamb, Rita Pattersess, Derettry
dell turnoff, Joe Irvin, John Skaitnoo. Rlch Sendetti, Virginia Gooch, and
Pat Maintesis, Foe Wilanbsich and Don Sloes,.
lob Ctn.--National Ad., Mg..; Diann* SurtenOfic Mgr. Jess Smith, Sus. Mgr.
AO STIFF. Sprite ’53-1e1sn Burns, Torn McClellan Forest Johnson, Erslyn
*a, Larry Taylor. lob Wait*, Paul Parsons, III Spangsimoin, Ed/irs Wright,
John Griffin, and Del Knnady.

Zleettn. isji
AWN: Coe tickets now for the
).WS-WAA Barbecue to be held
1.1ednenday.
t whin club: Meeting Sunday at
Trinity Episcopal church. 6.- p m
Meeting at
anterbury club:
Tliniiy Episcopal church Sunday
ut 6 p ni
Engineering Goeirty: No meeting
tortizht
tsts.4est V: Meeting at Y Monday at 9:30 a.m.

CHANNING CLUB
meets at
7:30
evening

Sunday

at
Ig0 North Third Street
in the comfortable
Fireside Room
Rev, Harold Shelley
leading the discussion on
"TRENDS OF HUMOR"

S

Registration Open
For Enrollment in
Nature-Sessions
Registration will open Monday,
May 4 at 8:30 a.m. in Room 100
for the summer sessions of theWest Coast Nature schools, Dr.
Gertrude Cavins, in charge of registration, announced.
The first session will be at the
Mendocino Woodlands from June
14 to 20. The second- will he held
June 21-27 at Sequoia National
Park, and the final session at the
Mammoth Lakes June 28-July 4.
Two quarter units of credit are
i.:1%en for each of the trips and
students may attend one or all
of the sessions, she said.
There are no term papers, examinations, or regular classroom
work. The main purpose of the
course is to acquaint interested
pciAple v.ith what they see and
hear along nature trails, Dr. CavIns added.
’

SHOW SLATE
June
ALLYSON

EXPERT
RECAPPING

BATTLE CIRCUS"
14-bward
KEEL

Jane
GREER

"DESPERATE SEARCH"
Technicolor CARTOON:

Special Price
Discount to
Students

Late NEWS

California:
MIGHTY

SAM UCURSI

HIT SHOW

"THE TALL TEXAN"
"hos
Gerq Raft in -I LI GET YOUalasA Novelty in 3 Dimension

United Artists:

BARBER SHOP

421 E. SANTA CLARA

TONITE
LESUE HOWARD

PE (;roup Plans
Poster Contest

"THE
"SCARLET PIMPERNEL"

Phi E ps ilon Kappa.’ national
men’s honorary PE fraternity, is
sponsoring a poster contest for
the annual AS13 ’Spring Bowl"
football game, according to Grant
Donnelly, contest chairman.
The contest will end Monday
afternoon. The winner will he
awarded a trophy at halftime of
the game.
There are no restrictions as to
size, color, shape or design of the
posters submitto;c1, Donnelly said.
Additional information on the
contest may be obtained from the
men’s PE office in the Men’s g)m.

TOMORROW
Gallic Mills.’ gives a.
Opulent Simen Signore in
smoldring. seething, impetuous performance which
Lautrec
will sear your hissirt and remind you of
figure softened by romantic passion.
Definitely not for Junior!
STUDENTS
6Sc

Ittr 64401

1.0sT

Studio:
BOGART

We Have Good
MILKSHAKES
106 E. San Fornan/e

DICK ZIMMERMAN, co-editor
of the college yearbook, La
Torre. In responsible for most
of the photographs in this special Issue devoted to the Inauguration. Zimmerman first atleaded San Jose State college
during the 1941 school year. His
education was Interrupted by
four years’ service In the Infantry during World War It. After
discharge, be went to aork for
Weitz. Hollywood photographer.
Zimmerman Intends to return to
Hollywood as a teacher of photogropity alter graduation.

F’OR RENT
Furnished rooms $10 and $15
’ respectively. Kitchen, no drinking
or smokiniz Nlale students. CY
3-331.8

4111K

Humphrey

pv0RD 9Asi

SUNDAY end MONDAY

tIkissZficd

welcom all
colleq-age
young people

S,W.

including

recording.

LEONARD

D AMICO

002 SOUTH FIRST ST.
San Jose

Will the person who found a
slide aide in uter Quad Manday,
please return it to the 1.0* acid
Found office. This slide rule does
not belong to me.
FOR MALE
Studebaker ’41$, green champion convertible. Radio, heater.
hillholder and overdrii.e. ’ Good
condition. Going overseas, CL
5-2420.
’60 FORD TUDOR SEDA , cx
,vIlent condition, radio and heater.
Jan Yonce, 148 S. 11th Orem.
3-9954.
’41 MERV and ’Si Stude. 13oth
,rech. A-1. Excep. clean. Anyone
interested leave name and address
in "D" box. Student Union.
Prsetically new boat. Mercury
cruiser, motor, and trailer. 2555
Plummer avenue in San Jose 1-6
p.m. on Saturdays, all day Sunday
Must see to appreciate.

ROOS
GIVES
YOU
THE
PITCH
ON
CURVES I

3 DIMENSION

"HOUSE OF WAX"
by WARNERCOLOR
Y.nesint Price. Freak Lo.sioy
PlefIlis Kirk

El Rancho Drive-In
"I DON’T CARE GIRL"

;ft;

Gaynor

Plics--HALF ANGEL"
Robert Mitchum, Gene Simons

Mayfair:
Tyrone Pews. in

"RAWHIDE’.
04,1
-THE FROGMAN
Iticheed Wlstsiedi

Buono fortune al Dr. Wahlguist
di San Jose State College.
e di continuare a fare un gran

’

sucesso per la ven;re.

ITALIAN RESTAURANT
175 SAN AUGUSTINE

Make the most of yourself in a
Roos swim suit
like this sleek
Jantzen. Strapless if you choose.
Luscious colors. 32-38.
15.95

FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

Iftts Francais?

Harp, !Friday.
I
Law Class ’Loans’ Stitdents
Ticket Sales
Begin Monday
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"Glass

Ticket sales will begin Monday
for the Speech and Drama Department faculty’s reading of
Truman Capote’s ’’Glass Harp,"
scheduled for the Little Theeter
on May 15 and 16.
Admission priers for the performances are MI cents for students and 75 meta general.
Tickets may be purchased in the
Speech office, Boom 57, according to Mrs. Margaret Chamber an; director of the reading.

When the ,Northesin ,_Californla will be Mary Campbell.: JeOce
Forensics ’’’asiociation Student erect, Betty Lesirly. Clarice ManCongress convenes tomorrow at one. Betty Aoore.
Santa Clara, it will have as its Barbara Roach, and John *le/ceders four Ns students, select- Mall&
esi from Ted Balgooyen’s parlia. d
s o
meeting
will
Tomorrow’
be
’
ena
l"e
h
.
mentary law class and
group’s fifth semi-annual gatherto the Congress,
hag, according to Dr. Lawreince
Jim Porter will ad a.Prestt.
dent of the Senate, with Vill- Mouat, NCFA chairman_ Ten Hay
Nam Crooner as senate parlia- ’Area colleges and universities w III
inentarian. Dave Woods will be debate 6 hills introduced at _e
Speaker of the House, and Me- Previous session.
rens W I I II a in s will act as
House parliamentarian.

Twelve other Foretudes, dub
members will represent State in
the day -long sessions. Senators
Department faculty members
will be Luther Clark, Carol Larare presenting the unusu4I enterson, Tom Liice, and John Shocktainment to raise money for the
ley.
Acting; as Representatives
quarterly Dr. Dorothy Kaucher
award for oral Interpretation.
JANE McFAUL emotive& a lecture from Dr. Basta Gregory aa Dr.
Wesley Goddard leeks ea during a rehearsal of The Barber of Seville." being presented by Iota Delta Phi. The play will run en May
a, 7, S and 10 In the patio of the Weenea’s gym. Starling time Is
8:80 p.m. Admisaion is 50 cents strident& aad 75 e’en) general.
--skate be Parker

Dr. Kaucher will play the lead,
and Hugh Gillis is, the narratercoordinator. Mrs. Cliattoberlain is
director, with technical effects
being handled by Mike Chamberlain, KEAR announcer, music
and Rollin Buckman, lights.

’Barber’ Opens1Delta Phi Deltas
May 0; Stars Display Art Work ‘Innocents’ Closes
Cast of !Vine
"The Barber-of Seville," a satirical French pay by I3eaumarchats, will oeCn a four-day run in
the patio of the Women’s gym
Wednesday night at 8:30 o’clock.
The csosedy will be done estirely to Frew* aemordiag to
Dr. Berk Gregory, professor of
modern languages. Tickets are
50 cents for students and 75
rests general admon. They
are es sale in the Modem Language offlos Room 264.
Under the sponsorship of Iota
Delta Phi, French honor &society.
the production will run May 6-9.
Dr. James Clancy will play Fig.
am. the barber, supported by Jane
McFaul, Rosine; Louis Gregory,
Count Ahnavia; Dr. Wesley Goddard. Barthoio; Dr. Gregory, Don
Basile; Beatrice Orwitz, L’Eveille;
Eileen McBride, La Jeuriesse;
Jerry Jefferson, the notary; and
Fred Kepplinger, justice of the
peace; Dr. Gregory will direct the
production.
of the play outdoors,
getting., will
tvalue,
add to
Dr.
flIMANNNIed.
"The lisiRee- of Seville" is
satire en the Preach aristocracy of tilie late illth century and
was etmeldered subversive by
the upper daises.
The comic opera version is the
most popular. The play is seldom
done in play form, Dr. Gregory
said.
Iota Delta Phi was founded in
1932. Its last production was "The
Imaginary Invalid" in 1951.

Squad Victorious
The forsensics squad added
another trophy to its collection
last week when four members
were awarded the sweepstakes
prize in the Stanford Invitational
Discussion tournament Saturday.
Certificates ’of merit were given
to Mary Campbell, Betty Leddy,
Luther Clark and John Siemens..

Tickets for the clearag perDitching the eye of peasers-by tiommwees of the Speech mad
in Ike Art wing is a "mobile," Drama departnieet’s production
suepended from the center light of "The Inameenes" are availfixture in the hall and part of the able in the Speech otfleoRomis
current Delta Phi Delta exhibit 87, aeleonlieg to Mrs. Virginia
Vogei, departusait aeceedary.
of student art work.
The mobile is essetreeted of
The play, wide& liaa received
rubbei toll., ping-peas balls,
geed notices will run tonight
led small pieces ei wood.
and taniartew imam in the LitAnother outstanding feature of tle Theater. Curtain time Is
the exhibit is Genevieve Willson’s 8:18 p.m. Cast members are
sculpture piece of the Crucifixion. Mary Campbell, Dave Caldwell,
which .has been on display in the Ruth Demberty, and C iir le
The preoluediee is diSan Francimo’s de Young murected by Miss Elizabetie Loeffof
Also on display are paintings, ler, assistant prof
ceramics, leather work, jewelry. drama.
textile designs, and enameled
plates.
SPECIAL
Members of the howorary art
Cloweloos
Selma
To al Clubs
fraternity whose work is disParties, els, ow ethos
ledges
played are Norma Carder, Pete
of 1 deso. or mem.
Girolanii, Denny Herring, BetCARDER IN ADVANCE
ty Homiebell, Jane Delta, Elliot
SNIDER’S DO-NUTS
House, Shirley Hubbard, Fred
CY 4411119
14 Ainadae Are.
Lime Marian McLeod, Stephanie Martin, Mariam Nichols,
Marjorie Paul, James Solt,
Marge %Valium, and Den Westbrook.

=caw

The exhibit will remain in the
Art wing until May 12, according
to Long, Delta Phi Delta president

Ilesortttul
RE-UPHOLSTERING
Reasonable Cost
Re -Styling
Foctory Methods
Right Materials

What’s goin’ on
Wand*:
Polka Dots
at
120 So. First

"

tr SO. SECOND
Ronson
Evans Lighters
Repaired by WS Student
Magazines
Novelties
BOYCE8 PIPE TOBACCO

Dow Wikon’s

HOUSE
Cowan’s BeachSanta Cruz
HAMBURGERS
HOT DOGS
FRENCH FRIES
BEVERAGES

ITAREO N
SPARTAN

a
14"uncing
P
By Ship
77 Days
By Air
55 Days

$995
$1150.00

To nuud, the irnprocitclented demand for this spociol typo 0040 tour, as
hove tioriperil another Alt-Espana* soar primor;ly for Son JON Slot* end
ether Wtut Coast stodonfl.

All - Expense
San Jose to San Jose
Including Al Meals, Hotels, Sightseeing

June 30Fly to N.Y.
July 1 to 10At
student ship.

(Ass off So. Fin.)
CY 44444
21 UNION ST.

Meet the "HERD"
Where the prices are low and the
steakburgers are delicious . .
For that late snack, you can’t boat
K’s.

Ws all Ear-E -Q
Nothhe Fried ’

Ralph’s Smoke Shop

ITINERARY

MARTINOUS RUG &
UPHOLSTERY CLEANERS

We festers tie femme. 4:sediment bar
is Seats Caere Comfy
-

SELF-SERVICE
DRIVE-IN
Located ea IR Combs Rest . . . merit of &seta Clans

8

sea aboard SS GROCaf BEER, Dutch

July 11 to 20Complete survey of Be-Tielua co-7--entryrss
under auspices of Dutch student’.
July 21 to 25Germany: Bonn, Heidelber9, Rotheedserg,
Munich.
f
July 26 to 29Austria: Salzburg, Floschl, Intishruch.
Ally 30 to Aug. 1--Switlerland: Weesen (Zurich).
Aug. kto 12Duly: Milan, Venice, Florence, Rome, Ph.i;
Genoa.
Aug. 13 to 24Fiance: Riviera, Avignon, Carcaseenee,
Lourdes, Bordeeus, Tours, Paris.
Aug. 25 to Sept. 2England: London, Windsor, Oxford,
Stretford.
Sept. 3 to 12At sea aboard SS eeROOTE BEER.
Sept. 13Fly to San Francisco.
- ASK FOR FREE DAY-BY-DAY MNERARY

EXCLUSIVE SAN JOSE AGENTS

greesee-PdAsete- Wow
TRAVEL ADVISORS
341. SAN ANTONIO

CY 7-2121

6
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You-All.
Dixie Ball

,Lanner Dance
:Fetes Pledges

nyri.

at ttie Kappa Alpha holm’.
.srpritr mcans just one thing. It’s’
Ital....Ball time, wt.en the colleg’ len giv-s way to the southern-gentlernan of in-...Civil war daps and
the m. -dim coed becomes a plan -1
fallen.’ tray.
". I
!.Par the ninth annual Dixie:
Mall, sponsored IA the San Jose,
Stanford and Cal chapters of KA.’
will he held it Mount Diablo I
Ctiuntrv club on May 22. accord-;
Jose
Tr* i
tom
San
Roh r
Jones
ria
h
c

Kappa Phis Honor Pledges at Dance
The pledges are:
Members of Kappa Phi, wpmBateman,
en’s Methochat organization, hon- : , itaie Asdurian. Phyllis
LouCalvert,
Pat
Burfeind.
110,1111-1Elfie
red their 22 Piedc4 at
formal darker Saturday evening at lie Carr, Elva .Coleen, Jacquelynn
t . Betty
. is
Counter,
the Saratoga Foothill chlb.
Derby. Betty Erickson, Sally Fry.
In the center of the roan Oa Jean Iiird, Barbara Kiedes, Betty
a large are.hw ay ro%ered with
rase- and 1’.y. As the narne of
each piedge ;ass called. die sad
her date danced through the
arch to the strains or the Kappu
Phi Sweetheart song.

Sigma Nu actives, alum!l and
Music (Cr the affair was ptoguests will gather at Lae Ontel- vkled by Jerry Saxon’, I and.
.
lette’s restaurant tomorrow evening to honor 23 pledges of the
loeusourafing the Best
winter and spring quarter classes
Try our Dorufs
with a dinner dance.
Music will be provided by the
Mac Martin combo. The event is a
serni-antnual affair.
_

DIERKS

McCoy, Marguerite Millett, Pat: .Rgers, !itarilirt Schick. Tony
ShtvetY. Kaih.14.1"fl Sk‘gfried, Marian Stevens, Jeanette Thompson,
and Marjorie Williams.
Virginia Cross was social chairman of the dance.

Pi"

Gr4

WEBBS

NV/
nionrr
and
plc

10:(

PHOTOGRAPHIC HEADQUARTERS
f,)L6 S. 1st St. SAN JOSE 603 Almade

nhI
aT 101

315 WEST SAN CARLOS

the
thin
non

Ro
rr));1’

knees?
ea r’
kink rt as the
l’.tiIti. s Pw.ri Wednesday, 51..; to ’.’.hen Crt rTI:IL(Plm de- !.
firer t
story-hook-doil thds
t:he %Aunt. ir’t living goal tem That ,
at the KA’,4 and their
’dates gather at the rhapter house
for a get-aoqua.r.ied coffee time. I
I
I firmer precede. the gbla dance
Inslikfri.st is semand afp iv
1.1 at t he Cal , chapter The San
air Jose KA s’have w-hettfiled a swim mina part-. at Cliff Ralph’s home
Ws l lit ’reek for Satunsiay so
is can enjoy a little
. the it;
pearve-i-nd quiet Saturday afterilea,
berf.eque Winds up the soui tan n
10 -ration.

Lt
;
fci 7

antj. ;il
FraKaf
For

tat
Mr
an
rs

Sigma Chis ’Attend
Ptoirince Conclave
Pos.

Activities range from group disCtessions during the day to a singing’ eonteit between chapters, a
mak Initiation ceremay, and
heloquet and dance in the evening.
The local
’legation will sta)
at arious fraternity houses on the
UCLA campus.

AOPi’s Entertain

I Pm
mar
29.
chu

Don’t you want to try a cigarette
With ; record like this?

,-Twesity:teven mernhers of Sigma Chi are on their way to a province convention at the I:river/My
"14- California at boa Angeles camThe convention. bringing together fraternity chapters throughout
the West mast, will be held Sat, tirday and Sunday.

Fa

joim
two
enga

1. THE QUAUTY CONTRAST
a

revealing story.

between Chesterfield

was

ISO
1.4

1
Mr
Abs
gra

and other leading cigarettes is

Nit.
Los

Recent chemical analyses give an index of, good quality for the

country’s six leading cigarette brands.

i

The index of good quality tablea ratio of high sugar to low nicotine
shows Chesterfield quality highest
... 15% higher than its nearest competitor and Chesterfield quality 31% higher than
the

hob

t
t

Wt,

it y
sic
Jo)
for
rh

average of the five other’ leading brands.

Fathers of new members of Al- pia OilliCT011 PI will take part

la a pseeating contest Sunday atUnman when the sorority slaters

2. First to Give You Priltisium

-Minor their parents with a spa,hoar feed at Alum Reek park. The
pleseating is the annual highlight
faille- father-mother dinner.

Quality in Regular end
King-size ... much Milder

fr-

with an extraordinarily good
tasteand for your pocketbook,
Chesterfield is today’s best
cigarette buy.

BOWL POI . . .

AMUSEMENT
of No* Nom. of

3. A Report Never Before
Mode About a Cigarette.
es-aula..A.1%

SPARTAN BOWLERS
SWAMI rotas ler strileete
et ell times
We feetur a full line of
bowling Boil Bogs and Shoos

Choice of Young America
A recent survey mode in 274 leading colleges
ond
universities shows Chesterflekl is the largest seller.

For 1 full year a medical
specialist has been giving a
group of Chesterfield
smokers regular examinations every two months. He
reports... no adverse effects

ha
In

K.
hi
a
at

11
it

to nose, Ihroat and sinuses
from smoking Chesterfield

12 LANES
NIN’S PE CLASSES ffELO 1.4115

14E0 "Duffy- PAIVA. sty,.
FOUNTAIN LUNCH
Cliopn from 10 a.m.

JOSE BOWL
sr/ W. SANTA CLARA
Crams 3-24117

=.1.01111:=Imsell-liar.-117111.1111111irl---

..111

NE1171.

c’Orchid’ ThemeMected for Sigma Pi -Ball

Sigma Pi fraternity Will hold
Its third annual
an
Orddd Ball at
the St. Francis Yacht Mb hi $an
Francisco, May 22.
The famed dinaer-danee is
sponsored by the Sivas pi chap.
ters of the University of CaliFour more Spartan couples have
fornia, Fresno State. and San
joined the wedded ranks while
have revealed their Jose State college.
wn then;
Highlight of the evening, act.
engagements.
cording to Ron Knight, fraternity

Grayson-Casciani

Wedding bells will ring this
niorning for Fenton F. Grayson
and Anna Casciani, when the couple recite their marriage vows at
1.-,a(’ o’clock at Holy Cross
church.
The new Mrs: Grayson is a
nu; e at San Jose hospital.
Fenton. a senior Interior decor::n major, is a veteran ’of World
W:y.* II and plans on re-entering
Air Force after be receives his
di ci ee from the .college next
month.

publicity chairman, will be the,
coronation of
Orchid queen
selected from candidates enteredt
by the three chapters.
Social co-chairmen Ray Kelley
and Bill Sousa are making arringements for an orchestra, I
Knight said.
Last year the Orchid Ball was *
beta at the Mark Heyailus hotel
in S’en Fran-loco, A Cal coed

- sPARTAN DAILY. 7
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wee einem the Orchid queen ;
that night.
The name of the annuai event

1Theta Xi Members
they fraternity ’Plan Chinese Party

is derived from
flower, a lavender ortisid. Knight
explained.

.1

Theta Xi fraternity is planning
a Chinese costume ’dance to be
tad in the recreation area behuid
Less than 1.500* students a
enrolled in the college when Dr. the chapter house May 15, ArT., W. MacQuarrie teak office in , Tenements are being made for a
combo to supply the ms..
1927.

WILL THIS SUIT FIT

Rogers-Cawsoni

et*

From La Rohtli,S’rance,
,,,, the news
That Judith Van
Law,on now is the bride of
1. iwton Rogers.
couple was married March
the Temple de Culle Rein La Rochelle.
Lt. Rogers was isfbliated with
Nappa Alpha fraternity while on
ananis. He is assigned as querei master liaison officer at the
Yentenet ’ecnadrO
Dept in
France.
The new Mrs. Rogers is the
laughter of Major and Mrs. W. E.
Lawsop. Her husband is,,the son of
R. E. Pennington of Fair!)anks. Alaska, and John J. Rog, rs of Arlington, Calif.

If you can make
the grade, you
can fly the
latest, hottest,
’Kfanciest jobs
An the air
and do it within
one year.

Riedle-McAbee
Bette McAbee chose a ballerina
length Chantilly lace dress for her
marriage to Hugh Riedle March
in the Trinity Episcopal
church.
Virginia Lico served at maid of
honor. Buz Rhine, Sigma Nu fraternity brother of the bridegroom,
*a a, best man. Ushering the guests
1% ere Bob Fahey and Don Gale,
also Sigma Nus. Wedding music
a as sung by Alice Dooley.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Douglas Mcabee of San Jose. Hugh, who was
graduated in 1952, is the son of
Mr. ahd Mrs. Hubert 1Riedie of
is Bars:is._

Maniefield-Jones,
Members of Pi Kappsk Alpha
were present when their fraternity brother Jack Mansefield bestowed his name on Mary Jo Ann
Jones at wedding ceremonies performed at the First Methodist
church of Santa Ana.
Jack is a sophomore chemistry
major from Hayward.

They’re Engaged
Holven-Lenger
The latter parf of next month
has been chosen as the time for
the marriage of Isabel Lenger to
Jim lichen.
Isabel revealed her engagement
alondav evening to her Alpha Omicron Pi sisters.
Jim is a eraduate student at
tanfoul and a member of Alpha
sigma Phi.

Brinkrnann-Wolber
Martin Brinkman jr. told his
Kappa Tau fraternity brothers of
nts engagement to Helen Wolber,
a senior general elementary major
ittendtng College of the Pacific.
Martin is a senior public rela’lens major from Brooklyn, N.Y.
len is from Salinas, Calif.
The couple plans to be married
e the early fall.

Kappa Tau Alums
Four Kappa Tau alums now in
.erviee.- --Tom Richardson, John
Jagger. Jack Hibner and Ed Mar.
croft are to be pent to advanced
cchools in the /sear future. according to U.S.. Army sour.,
NIL Richardson and Mareroft
will be sent to the Presidio in
San Francisco for training in the
Military Police school. Pvt. Jagger will attend the Leadership school at Fort Ord. Upon
graduating he will continue to Officers’ Candidate schotS,
Pvt. Milliner Is going’ to Para -1
trooPer’s school at fort SennIng.
Ga.

TAXES a good, tough, serious guy to wear the gear of
an Aviation Cadet. But if you can measure up, here’s
your chance to get the finest in aviation trainingtraining
that equips you to fly the most modern airplanes in the
world and prepares you for responsible executive positions,
both in military and commercial aviation.
It won’t be easy! Training discipline for Aviation Cadets
is rigid. You’ll work hard, study hard, play hardespecially
for the first few weeks. But when it’s over, -you’ll be a pro
with a -career ahead of you that will take you as far as you
want to go. You graduate as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Air
Force, with pay of $5,300.00 a year. And this is only the
IT

beginningyour opportunities for advancement are up.)
limited.
ARE YOU RUMBLE? To qualify as an Aviation Cadet, youmust have completed at least two years of college. This is a
minimum requirementit’s best if you stay in school and
ition, you must be between 19 and 2614
graduate! In
, and in good physical condition.
years,
YOU CAN
If you
be in N
craft Perf

WITWEIN PKOT OR AIRCRAFT OMR VW
bean Aircraft Observer, your training wilt
, Bombardment, Radar Operation or Air.
Engineering.

New Aviation Cadet Training Classes Begin Every Few Weeks!
infers

WHAT TO DO:

L

Take a transcript of your college credits and a copy of your birth
certificate to your nearest Air Force Base or Recruiting Station.
Fill out the application they give you.

.2.

If application is accepted, the Air Force will arrange for you to
take a physical examination at government expense.

Where to get more details:
youl nearest Air Force Base or Air Force Recruiting
Officer. Or writs to: Aviation Cadet, Headquarters,
U. S. Air Force, Washington 25, D. C

Visit

* * *

*

*

*

*

* *

*

* *

3.

Nest, you will be given a written and mammal aptitude Mk

4.

If you pass your physical and other testa, you will be scheduled
for an Aviation Cadet training ciass.aThe Selective Service
Act allows you a fouranontli defaming whin waiting elms.
assignment.
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New Building
Big Addition
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Millions Spent ; ’Hamlet’ First
By Spartans To Be Played
On.NeWSttige
.Eyery Year
Sy %ALLY 131117RTISS
Next time you go to the Coop
and plunk down thirteen cents
for your morning coffee and donut, remember’ that you are spending part of the $1,258,308 paid
yearly by San Jose State student!,
and their Vibes for food.
. This (act is revealed in a survey compiled and written by seven, advertising majors and Carl
It Hoffman!), Advertising department head. These seven students.
George Plzante,
Janies Taylor
.Thomas Ellis. Taylor Chambers.
WiRiam Pettet, Thomas Casey and
(;elan Gutleo, spent nearly a year
On the booklet, "The $30,000,000
San Jo.e State College Market,"
designed to sell the Spartan
IN
14111y as an athertising medium.

-The new Engineering building
contains ’73 rooms," James H. Anderson, assistant professor of engineeririg, reported in a recent interview,
There are 15 merzinines in the
building, Mr. Anderson reported.
’Most of these will be devoted to
extra lab work, computations and
storage space, he said.

By JOH BRYAN
In an exclusive interview, to the
, Spartan Daily, Dr. Hugh W. 01111g. head of the Speech and Dram*
department, announced that the.
first major production in the new
Speech and Drama building will
he ’);itimlet, Prince of Denmark"
. by William Shakespeare.
"l v,’ had plenty of time to de,
liberate my decision," Dr. Gillis
I said. "Plans for the new building
!were first approved in Sacramento
After interruptions by
ln 1940.
:war, steel shortages, building cur’tailments and other unforeseen its’ stacleS I can hardly believe that
it’s time to ’make plans for the
use of the building."

"Hamlet" was chosen became
Mitaters population of nearly
: the play ism a dignity approadminincluding
persons,
1.1111/0
priate to a grand opening, he
istrators, faculty, students, clerdisclosed.
ical workers and mainten 1111CP
employee*, spend more than
"Also, ’Hamlet’ has always been
110,000,000 a year, mostly in one of our more successful endea%An J054,
according to this bro- vors." Dr. Gillis explained, "The
r.tture.
Last tune we produced ShakesBreaking down this grand total, peare’s great play- eight years
the 6.264 students, of whom 789 ago we were scheduled to run
are married, contribute $7,311,2’76 for five nights. We closed after 17
yearly to local merchants for font parformances. There wetl. standclothing, amusements, luxuries and lag Crowds at each evenings’ perarious kinds of services. The 410 foreruince."
mcmhers of faculty and their famDr. Gillis disclosed that he
ilies are credited with a total anhas decided to direct the pronual expenditure of $2.390.807.
ductiod of "Hamlet’ himself.
Clerical workers spend $392,056
and the remaining $217,095 gates ’ "We will utilize all three of our
in mai nt enance employees and soups," he said. "Cast, Balite
their families. Altogether, this ads crew, costumers, and set designlip to $10,320.234 spent per year. ers will be members of the deFood tops the lot of eepeenee partment’s student body, faculty
at SI.2511.11011. Hanalei a dime and alumni,"
second lat $1,243,549 is clothing,
"Although the new Speech and
followed by amusements,
Drama building is scheduled for
V79,1116. Sersiees, .neh as Onto- completion daringespring quarter
rnotalle expellees, laundry, dean- of 1954, we will not attempt matog and pressing, rte., account
jor production at that time," Dr.
for an annual expenditure of Gillis said. "We would much rath16I .1 T7.904.
a
er familiarise ourselves with the
o men students spend more sew premises and equipment, and
money yearly on clothes thlin men, do the beet possible job."
according to the survey Coeds
.Acesrdisig to Dr. Gillis. "Shuntotaled $637,085 compared with
$606.464 for the men. Women buy let" will be produced In late
’11.144A dresses, 1.514 coats, 11.002 September or early October next
So eaters and 12.976 pairs of shoes year.
a year, not I.. mention lingerie,
"The first major production may
hosiery and accessories.
have an extended run because the
Men students fire credited with new auditorium will accommodate
buying eyearch year 3,374 suits, 7.230 only 400 persons," he commented.
pairs of shoes, 18.592 shirts, 3.787 "We decided on such a small ausweaters, 5,165 pairs of slacks, dflorium because repetition is beo !sit ties, and 32.020 pairs of sox.
neficial to our students, and will
The espentilture of $1,229,100 allow us to present polished perfor amusements Is broken down formances."
In the alines Into: *necks,
tobacco, 1120.3014; movie’s,
Admission to Speech and Drama
1{15,110t: dancing, 1112.211; out- department productions is 31) cents
ings, 112.1.113; bubblers. 118.0001 for students and 50 cents general
and nthieelloneolus.
admission. Tickets may be purAlmost half the students own or chased in the Speech office.
contribute to the upkeep of auto
" mobiles, paying $9.1,233 a month.
Luxuries, such as jewelry, flowers
and dining out, COO students $701,ityear
When _quest ioned,
Hof trachea
told reporters that this was not
San Jose’s first experiment in surAcy publishing During fall quarter, 1949, the department ’maned
similar booklet, "A City Within a
City" At present, George ’("oak ley’. Flob.Gorman and Bill Pedigo
are working on
shopping guide
f r4aista Clara.
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DIP. WWI GILLIS, bead of the Speech and Drama department,
eavidom the shows that will be produced tn4he new Speech and
photo by Pryor
Drama bulking In the years to mine.

Halnlet Called
’Great’ Play
By NELSON WADS WORTH
Shakespeare’s "Hamlet" is generally admitted to be one of the
greatest and most popular of
Plays.
Not only does it shine in poetry
and philosophy, but the character
of Hamlet himself is, eapecially
great. In Hamlet are reflected the
hopes and fears of mankind; his
feelings of frustration and despair.
The play is a work of art --but
It also is rather sensational. During the course of several acts, the
master from Stratford-on-Avon
mixed characters together, making them commit suicide, murder
and incest.
Now it is the Drama depart merit’s turn to perform one of the
world’s greatest and most sensational plays.
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Ermine and the Normal Times

Glasses of 1906
Camped on Grass

’I. one were to go back el years ,
today by time machine, and,take a I
The big esy finally has arrived. As everyosse knows, OM of the
biggest and bestest inaugurations that This college hal MIMI VA take look at the campus. one would
come upon a some which would
place today.
It is difficult to decide what to wear for such an occasion. Al oi have resembled a spring picnic..
At that time classes were gaththe professors will be wearing cops and lawns. I wish I had kept my
ering under the elms and redhigh school graduation outfit.
that the backfield woods to kern about’. and
Or maybe an ermine-lined cape
"no doubt gaining added Wokewould be aPProPriate
would "break Ohmage anything dons from this contact with, nabut a stone wall"
ture at its lovehest," according
Installing a new president may
The outcome of the game? It ,
one historian.
be new to tee but it’s old stuff to
The maw" for the tilitek.r
t his allege. Sixteen prents was thus: "In a hard fought game
dames wasof the
have Assumed office before the at Reed field last Friday after- earthquake
-IFValideet)
/Ire
Litr/11011:
Apr.Sikh
present one. The fact is that San noon the San Jose High faothall dif brick Normal
echo*
eaRNIned
Jose State, eddeist state college team took the measure of the col- from "internal injuries" -laid
as
in California. soon will be cele- lege varsity by a score of 21-7." loosened brit*, falling *ester, and
brating its centennial.
Too bad. Better luck next year. wrenched rafters.
Mazy little-known facts may
The building was ensulanthed,
be dug out of the college’s long
Members of Alpha Gamma, art and classes resumed irt the only
history. For Instance, few pee- fraternity, will spend Sunday af- other building which had not been
pie realize Hist the only reason ternoon on a sketch trip at Mon- injured. Classes were held on the
we aro set now In San Fran- tezuma school.
lawn, and in the basement
cisco is that the college-fathers
felt it would be best to, remove
impsteasianable young litudenta
from the tempations of that big,
wicked city.
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PIZZERIA NAPOUTANO

By rummaging around in the lihyary one can find some ancient
documents called The Normal
Times," the student organ in the
early 1900’s, when San Jose State
was g Normal school.
One gets the impression from
reading the "Times" that the 1910
Nermal student was very rah rah.
Especially the "basketball girls"
and the Young Men’s dub.
At their "first enthusiastic
practice" of the year 1909, 30
"basketball girls" came out on
the court and did some "good
hard work."
As for the Young Men, they defeated the girls in debate on the
subject, "RESOLVED: That the
playground is the greatest educational factor of the common
schools."
At their .sneetings, the Young
Men "unite in pleasant concourse,"
recording to the "Times."
The psychology club, however,
wee running neck and neck with
the Young Men aed ’the basketball girls. Their meeting tilted to
bring "great enjoyment to all
pretest."
At one meeting, ’psychological
experiments were tried, with more
or less success," II hear they had
game called Post Office at about
that time) "and many questions,
psychological and otherwise, were
discussed with great zest."
It was in October, 1921. when
the "Normal Times" had changed
to the "College Times" that San
Jose college played its first football game. The mighty college
eleven was matched againit, not
even Chico college .
. but San
Notre Dame, not Stanford, not
Jose High school.
However, the coach was fearless In the face of it all. "What
the team lacks in experience
it makes up us weight," he said,
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(mist to Gail’s Mkt.)
A Complete Market of
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DINNERS
115e and up
Op.., from I I a.m.
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ITALIAN FOODS
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blond;
escorts
l’ike their brunets --Somacoeds
prefer Strike
While someon Lucky c’igarettes.
agree
cnoose
Brown-tan
But all
Margaret C.of North Caroling
When they
University

Congratulations to
Dr. John T. Wahlquist
upon his inauguration as
San Jose State’s Seventeenth
president.
California’s second oldest newspaper extends its best wishes to
the Golden States eldest public
institution

of

higher

learning.
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Nothing-4, nothing-beats better taste

and LUCK I ES
TACM-BETTER:
Cleaner, Fresher, smoother!
Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke?
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment.
And you get enjoyment only from the taste of a
cigarette.
Luckies taste bettercleaner, fresher, smoother!
Why? Luckies are made better to taste better. And,
what’s more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco.
L.S./M.F.T.Lucky Strike Meant Fine Tobacco.
So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette...
for better taste for the cleaner, fresher, smoother
taste of Lucky Strike ...

Be Happy-GO LUCKY!
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Baseballers Play
Hunt Promoted; Leads SO Gators Tomorrow
10

-
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Judoists in AAU Meet Here
By BOB BIRCH=
Spartan judoists, wan the heavy Lyle Hunt, recent recipient of a weight division and overall
second degrve black belt rating,: ebampionship at the PAAAU
will lead the San Jose State Spar- tourney for the secesd emceestan judoists in the first National sere year.
The Northern California Black
Amateur Athletic Union judo
4 hampionship
tournament May 8 :Belt Asaociation Promotion Board
held a inee.ting immediately after
ii rpl 4
Th. meet. which will mark the tournament and voted to proton. of the most Important steps mote Hunt to second degree rank.
A judolat must compete for
in oer fitty )var. of ontenizeta
two years as a first degree
Kcolokaa Judo in the United
Palates. will be held in the Sparblack beet before he can be prometed to secoad degree, which
tan gymnaolum with approxi&crowds for She scarcity of
rnately 115 contestants.
Hunt, in attaining his second judoists sttaisdag higher than a
cl.-grfee rating, became the second first degree rattail’ wbile attoll,eguin in history to achieve such Seeding college.
Other honors gained by Hunt
an Nonor. The only other college
student to meeive such an award 71
was George Best, a San Jose State in Ms college judo career include
the Northern California outstandgraduate of 1951.
An outstanding performance ing judotet award for 1952 and the
at the !ewe lo r rata (lc Associ- Sah Jose State outstanding judoat Ion of jrinittur Athletic* Un- tst award for 1952, which ix award
ed not only on the beets of ability
ion tournament last week .
Berkeley merited Hunt his title. but also citizenship and inspiraHunt, who is also captain of the tion

Walt Williams’ baseball squad The contest will be held at night,
will be out to better its 11-15-1 commencing at 8 o’clock
seasonal record tomorrow afternoon when the Spartans race San
Francisco State at Municipal
stadium.
The doubleheader, the final
meeting of the two teams this
season, will begin at 12:30 o’clock.
Starting hurlers will be Doug
Boehner in the first contest and
LUNCH
Ron Kuffman in the nightcap.
SPECIALS.,
Both pitchers will be out to avenge
earlier looses adminstered by the
Gaters.
The local horsehiders face a
three game slate next week. Tuesday they face the highly -touted
California Bears at Berkeley with
Johnny Oldham slated to pitch.
Friday the Spartans play host to
a rugged Fresno State squad in
I 0
of avenging two previous defeats.
Saturday wwiame team plays
the San Jorse Zebras, an all-Japcif& a Soof Ow.
Peep/410A
anese semi-profeexional ball club. 410
iMer -

,-_.’-TIE ON
TO MESE

HAMBURGER
sed
MILKSHAKE

9iith cttelt

CREAMERY

Home Season Concludes
With Three-Way Meet
An Interesting testate of the
San Jose State’s track and field
squad will conclude its home meet I meet will be the mile relay, is
season agaipst unbeaten San, which the up-and-coming Spariraneisuto State and Santa Clara tans will attempt to better
County Youth Center Saturday at their 5:11.1 time against Fresno
2 o’ilock on Spartan field. Five State last week. With lap-runplaee will he awarded in eery ners Including erulloshank,
Stephens, Burks, Stanley and
fir
Burnett handling the b at o n,
oath Bud Whiter’s charges
this team could record one of
will be ignored to win only nye
the best timea on the coast.
find places In the three-way
SCCYC will feature such stars
meet. Althoiteh the locals will
not base much trouble with as Herman Wyatt, George Mattoa,
ION. the Youth center athletes George Brown. Gene Haynes, Bob
should Kroh at least eight firsts, McMullen, and Connie Varneck,
W:11,
eo-eaptain, will
be the lanrite to win the 220 and
qua? ,er-mile
%s III I e Lane
Stsint. in the X1411 and Pick Stilltr
Spartan varsity and fresh golf
01011 plus the Spartan mile
itt 11’1,
’squads, both unbeaten this season
rt
gum ter, should be tops in in dual ’collegiate competition, face
ti,. in. et.
:their stiffest test tomorrow morn ".’""" ":" ’ll u" ’Jim Bur"’ ling when they meet Stanford at
I 10.1 CriniA.’ank. Curtis Ross and Palo Alto.
,.:1111.il In the sprint s.1
The varsity Ilnksmen downed
h":11-jul"P Co": the Indians two weeks ago at
only
Prid,1
in the
San Juiie County Club.
,1,
e, el n ihnmee Paul
The Frosh tennis team also sees
’iiilii.tanot
ayes Allen Dunn,
action
tomorrow when the Spar /,
Mil
Stephens and
v, 14.
to volliet.- valuable iabahes battle MuntereY Peninsula
College on Monterey’s courts.
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go ahead to become the biggest and
the best state college in California.
Our new president is bring inaugurated today and new buildings will
be going up for years to come.
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RING BOWL WILL SHOW SQUAD
‘Ft4r dub’ Says Cotp.ch,
New Platoon Rules Help
By GEORGE NALE
Sportan football fans get look into the future nest Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock when the annual Spring Bowl football game is held
in Spartan stadium.

In reference to the fears of some fans that the elimination of Oaitoon football hurt Sparis’s team, Coach Bob lkonzan said yesterday,

pICTURED ABOVE is a typirat scene at spring football practice on
S. 10th street alongside Spartan stadium. Top conditioning aids
lines like the above in outcharging and outplayinIt their opponents.
Most of spring practice la devoted to conditioning and fundamentals
%thick are emphasized in order to give the players a jump when they
start training in the fall reunite regular emoson. Lines like those
above develop kite predates units during Notion bed181 partially
as ahreoult of pre-mason teahmiag.

Footb41 Roster Claims
Majority Experienced
High school and junior college
football stars Are !Wrinkled generously on the roster of the Spartan football team’ now in spring
training.
Thirty-nine of the 61 men now
out were on mimes. All -Conference
high school or 1"jUnior college
team.
Those new men listing some All Conference berth in high school
or junior college are Ends Clarence Wessman. (1.1-0,-.:035 lbs.;

USED CARS
Special of the Week

’39 Ford - 4-door
Good shape - racing engine

$295.00
TED HAYS
701 S. FIRST

Merle Wm. Flattley, 6-3, 198 lbs.;
Terry Lee Malkiewic-z, 6-312, 215
lbs.; Leon O’Neill, 6-2, 198 lbs.:
Lee Pauline; 6-14, 190 lbs.; and
Al Shellnut, 6-0, 210 lbs.
Guards are Tom Louderback,
6-1, 210 lbs.; Tom Powers, 6-0, 205
lbs.; Bruce Schott, 5-10, 187 lbs.;
Lloyd Vickery, 5-9, 195 lbs.; ind
Ronald Green, 5-7, 180 lbs.
Tackles listed are *Jack Crawford, 64, 234 lbs.; and Dick Ting,
6-2, 210 lbs.
Centers are Rick Ryerson, 6-2.
215 lbs.; Dick FICeger, 6-2, 220
lbs.; and abm Howell, 6-1, 225 lbs:
Nine backfield’min tnake up the
rest of the berth holders. They are
Sammy Dawson, 5-10, 180 lb. fullback; Dave Fanner, 6-0, 180 lb.
halfback; Art Hernandez, 5-8, 168
lb. halfback; Pat Hiram, 5-11, 178
lb. halfback; Nell Peek, 5-11,
170 lb. quarterback4Eddie Perez,
Bob
5-6,
150 lb. quarterback;
Smith, 5-9, 171 lb. quarterback;
Herman Stokes, 5-9 170 lb. halflb.
back, and Joe Ulm, 6-1,
fullback.
Ends account for 14 of the 61
men on the squad. Those other
than the ones mentioned before
are John Barry, 6-3, 215 lbs.;
Mike Chieckl, 6-2, 200 lbs.; Al Du’leaky, 6-2, 185 lbs.; Chuck Hanson, 5-10, 182 lbs.; Hector Ortiz.
5-9, 165 lbs.; Tom Stern, 5-11, 175
lbs.; Reg Swanson, 6-4, 210 lbs.;
Bill Walsh, 6-0, 190 lbs. and Ralph
Dsghler, 6-0, 175 lbs.
Tackles not before mentioned
are Lee Baxter, 6-2, 190 lbs.; Jack
Biglen, 6-2. 231 lbs.; Ed Bill, 6-2.
225 lbs.; Sal Cardinalli, 6-0, 221
lbs,; John limber, 6-2, 205 lbs.;

190

CT 7-2010

OUTDOOR
SKETCHING?
1.4me les . . bens,. wori . .
Use sketching supplies from
See Jose Paint! Just two blocks
off campus . . . famous brands
-better selection!

- THE HOME OF
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE
We feature Mayteg, Crosley, RCA.
Victor, Simmons, Englander. I r point , Wealgeerood, Hoover, Unites."
Virtue, Firth, end many others.
SEE US NOW FOR
--OUTSTANDING VALUES

PULVER
HOME FURNISHERS.
1959 W. San Carlos
CY 3-05$5

San Jose

Th CaAftle
Do’.
E0
00

’The no platoon football sYstern
will help us rather than hurt.
Most ot our kids are making a
good two-way adjustmeet."
Bruazan added. "It may be a
combination of wishful thinidng
and high hopes, but things look
pretty good at aids early stage.
ifeweley, you never can tell
akeuVa man until you see him
In an actual camel’
Three positions were particularly hard hit ’by graduation, according to Bronzan.
End positions were hit most severely and were of great concern
to the coaching staff, he said, but
new candidates .are filling the positions so well Gni therland situation is fine ot,least worry now.
No returning fullbacks greeted
the coaching staff this spring
when practice began. Now it looks
like the strongest position on the
team, according to Bronzan. Sam
Dawson, Joe Ulm, Herman Stokes.
Steve Dufour and Dick Martin are
all capable in the spot.
Two starting quarterbacks, Lynn
Alplanalp and Jerry Hamilton.
were lost from last year’s squad
and ’experienced men essential to
the spot will be hard to find. Bronzan said he expects improved performances by Larry Rice and
Benny Pierce and help from Bob
Smith among the newcomers.
"Potentially
appears we
may collie up with a fair elk,"
Bronzan said. "We lack battle
experience, but the kids are
responding well to the roachlag and new adjusUnents."
Braman emphasized that fans
should rate players in relation to
the !fest players. in the same positions, on squads the team will
oppose in the regular season. That
is the way he does it, and believes fans would arrive at a
closer estimation of what the team
will do if they judge players that
way.
Outstanding new Unease’s to
date have been Guards Tom
Loaderback. Charley Realism.
and Stan Galas. and End Mersin
Lopes.
Ralph Daehler, end from last
year’s squad, who saw very little
action, has impressed Bronzan and
is now starting right end.
Joe Kahahawai, 6-2, 230 lbs.; Joe
Muldowney, 6-2, 225 lbs.; Jon Peterson, 6-3, 245 lbs.; Dick Thomas, 5-11, 215 lbs.: John Tierney,
6-0, 220 lbs.; Tom Wagner, 6-0,
200 lbs.; Lee Walton. 6-3, 205 lbs.;
and Russ Whitman, 6-5, 215 lbs.
Vic Berg is first on the list of
guards previously unmentioned.
Others are Stan Galas, 5-11, 201
Ibit; Elmer Gray, 5-7, 176 lbs.;
Charley Kaaihue, 5-10. 203 lbs.:
Ed Mayer, 6-0, 187 lbs.; Jerry
Rime, 6-0, 200 lbs.; Dale Stoners,
5-10, 202 lbs.; Don Wadsworth,
6-2. 213 lbs.
Cotters are Jim Hague, 6-3, 107
lbs.; Harry Lee, 6-1, 198 lbs.; 1U
Shellnut, 6-0, 210 lbs.; and Then
Yagi, 5-11, 214 lbs.
Backs are Al Brown, 5-11, 170
lbs.; Tom Brown, 5-8, 160 lbs.;
Bob Campbell, 5-10. 165 lbs.; Gerald Cobb, 5-9, 160 lbs.; Andy
Crowley. 6-0, 183 lbs.. S. DuFodn.
5-10, 165 lbs.; Gene Goldberg, 510, 170 lbs.; Pat Hiram, 5-11, 178
lbs.; Roy Hiram, 5-9, 155 lbs.:
Dick Martin, 5-11, 190 lbs.; Larry
Matthews, 5-9, 162 lbs.; Ben
Pierce, 5-10, 165 lbs.; Ed Pohle,
6-0, 165 Ilia; Robert Reinhart,
6-2. 195 lbs.; Larry Rice, 6-0, 175
lbs.; and Bill Walker, 6-0,185 lbs.

7-COURSE
DINNER
SAT. - SUN.
$1.00
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Football Leaders 1

1t

Lang Stanley., San Jose State
half-miler, was selected as the outstanding freshman college trackman of the nation In 1951_while
at the University of Colorado

End Mervin Lope. eeetkeepe
to lead the race for the Keith
Miens downneld blocking trophy as he snored 18 points Wednesday to boost his spring training tate/ to MO.
Fe/lowing Lopee is Guard
Charley
Ilaalhue
with
232.

It’s a Must .
SEE THE DIAMOND FAIR

of PAUL’S
Featering Wedelleg Sets
as low as $39.50

The leading backfield beicker
Is Al Brown, aitre2 points.
to-

week peyments

$1.00

G

teed Chrnonds-

’Mural Results
Organizations having softball
teams competing in the .school intramural league should turn the
scores of their contests in to the
Associated Men Students at Box A
in the Student Union. If this is not
done they should be reported
the Spartan Daily sports desk.

aati.
CREDIT JEWELERS
72 SO.CIRST STREET

The sun will shine always
on San Jose State College.
They’ve got a greet presloent
and new buildings of knowledge.
To ’President Wahlluist
we offerfcongrats .
To the expanding
we take off our he

4

CAL BOOK STORE
134 E. SAN FERNANDO

New! SPALDING

GOLF BALLS ARE
LIFETIME WHITE

RESISTS SCUFFING, BRUISING, STAINS
SPALDING does it agiin! Adds
a spectacular new permaaent
whiteness to the poses greatest golf bells.
New LtrrnRs Warta. exclusive
with Spalding. is the brightest,
tlivhstest white.., the toughes4

highest gloss white of any ball
you ever played.
by -Wrier* tests,"
Spalding LEPUTIRE Yin= ra
Meta muffing, bruises, etaine...
won’t yellow or chip...keeps
Its sparkling sheep for hie.

THE T;F RACK

SPARING

Thanes Sodaduag eel/ Ma
ler every Isom and podiiibook. Se* year id/ profto
Meal w Arskr.

C

I!

To Interview Management Home Members
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KEEN. He was so impressed with
Members of the Home Manage- 1 the house.
the house that he thought the rastaon
appear
to
inVitation
The
on!
ment house will he interviewed
came after Floyd dio audience would also be inter.KEEN
1,
low
ton
is to confirm or establish the the "Let’s Get A cpua int 0d"s1
Farr a member of the college ested, Mrs, Morgan reported.
-,- ’.. of Advisers, was a guest
chemical nature of a possible new Monday at 10;15 a.m.. according to Board
antibiotic drug. on:All:imam
, Mrs. Mary Morgar. adviser to the of the house for dinner. Farr is
also a vhee president of station
Dr. At-thtir Lack, a former San ’ house.
A Grablv3rn press edition of
, Jose State student, has reported
Shirley Roy, Carol Galli, Irene
’softie success on the use of
The campus has been destroyed ’Shakespeare’s "Macbeth" is among
Seutter, Diane LaFranchi and Beteagainst
cnatsthe
bus
sihtthat, ty Vanderwalker will be Inter- twice. ’It was razed by fire in IMO the new books in the Library. The
mold
causes San Joaquin Valley fever,_. viewed by Miss Jean Martin. on and rocked by the San Francisco book features unusual illustra1tlons by Mary Grabliorn.
lir Castro reported.
the organization and problems of ’ earthquake in 1906.
-

Institute Aids Drug Study Here
Dr Albert Castro, profeasor of
(+enlist ry, iind Francis Waltham.
ge.duate student working foit:-‘a
ni.ister’s degree, have been rerent!). awarded 8 special grant
ro .the National Institute of
1 dill fur research they ire doon a nevk drug. ’
The ni.ain purpose of their study

New Edition

Who got the most frin
our customer’s dollar?

e

The employees?

The shaftommers?

NOI In wiugeit, salaries and benefits, our employees received 14iit out of every
dollar paid in by Union Oil customers during 1962.
Our payroll. ineludirot benefits, totaled II60a-i million. Divided amens our 866
employees, the: amounted to an average of $5.810 Pei Person.

NO I Our profits in 1962. were $271 i million, or 81it of each
customer’s dollar. Of this amount, our preferred and common
shareowners received 3’ et per cuetomer dollar. Total dividends
paid to our 40,302 owners of common shares averaged $26134
per person.
The remaining profits of 4,ie per customer (killer had to be returned to the business to help
pay for replacement of worn-out equipment and
n eceesa ry expansion -required by the Wait’s greatly
accelerated demand for petroleum products.

The tax collectors?
YES1 The federal, state and local tax collectors
got 18’ A of every dollar paid in by Union Oil customers. In other words, they got more than fire
1;4nes as much as the owners of the businees and
one quartet more than Union Oil employees.
The remaining SIIK4 of the customer’s dollar
was divided among the many costs of doing business: raw materials, transportation; interest on
borrowed money; and wear and tear of facilities
and exhaustion of oil and gas reserves.
To sum it up -1952 was the best sales year in our
62 -year history. Yet the 40,302 owners of our
business received only a fraction over 31 from
every customer’s dollar. That’s far lees than miry
people in this country believe goes to the owners
of a big business.

UNION OIL COMPANY
Or
INCORPORATED

IN

CA11.101111/1
CALIFORNIA,

00’01E11

11,

corn

1E90

posy. jra dedirated to a discussion of how and why
ntie Aeries. +P.:moored by the people of Union Oil
riCUP4 losinese Agnetione.. We hope peel/ feel free to send in any suggestions or criticism’s you
A
haw to offer. W’riti:77se President, Union Oil Company, f:nton Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, California.

11.00astron s Sold TM* sasulag purple

Master Plan of CAe,ge Building Program
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This is the house
that Jones built
... your speech and Drama building
"-

’ This is the house that Jones built
and Smith and Brown and Doe. It’s a big
job as well as a big building.
It will take a year and a half of the
efforts of laborers, architects, plumbers,
electricians, painters, steelworkers, and
many others before thg Speech and Drama
building is finished.
A lot of effort and thought are in this
building and ideas. Where a ,laborer
dug a ditch, a cement-worker poured concrete. a carpenter erected a foundation ...

Where an electrical-worker strings his conduit and floorers lay tile ... will someday
be enacted the plays of acts, Wilde, Mc Cullers, Shakespeare, et at.
Ideas are trinsformed by a great deal
of labor into a building that will assist in
the transmitting of other ideas. Great
ideas by great men.
Lew Jones Construction wishes the
best for all those who will use, enjoy, and
benefit from Alt new Speech and Drama
building.

LEW JONES CONSTRUCTION w
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WORKMEN PREPARE the first structural steel
framework units on the new Speech and Drama
building (above). Classes are scheduled to move
into these new quarters in 1984. The present administration bungling is hi the background.
(’ONSTRUCTION AND destruction are carried
on side by side, as work progresses on the Speech
and Drama building (upper half of the picture to
right) and the razing of the old San Jose high
school nears completion. The old high school
buildings are being torn down to make way for
the new administration and the combined psyc.hology, sociology’ and audio-visual buildings.
photos by Zimmerman

Placement Director Pleased
With Education Graduates
"I am extremely proud of the fine record made
by many San Jose State graduates in the field
of education." Miss Doris K. Robinson, director of
teacher placement, said recently.
"Nearly every day," Miss Robinson tillintinued.
"former students who are now officials in various California school districts come to my office
seeking teachers for their localities."
Most of these officials obtained their first jobs
in teaching throlugh the efforts of the TeacherPlacement office, Miss Robinson said.
Positions held by the former students include
school district superintendents, city superintendents of schools, directors of education and principals of elementary and secondary schools.
A partial list of successful former students, their
year of graduation and their position includes:
Carlisle H. Kramer, ’40, district superintendent of
Hillsborough school district, Burlingame; Dallas
G. Srnullin, ’40. principal of Woodside elementary
school; Leonard Herman, ’40, principal of Oak
Grove elementary school in San Jose.

Department TIGive
More Musicals Soon
Dr. John R. Kerr, of the Speech and Drama
department, predicted recently that San Jose State
college audiences will be presented with more musicals as soon as the department’s new building
is completed.
According to Dr. Kerr, the orchesfim pit In
the new building will be a modern elevator. We
were -so limited for space that the placing of the
orchestra has been one of our most troublesome
problems. This elevator arrangement solves that."
he explainedthat the elevator feature
Dr. Kerr
has another
. He said that it may be
raised to Stage l
OM used as thearoo of the
*wirier production’ "Yob .require lots of room.

4-B
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’’11"-"-’1Drama Students, Instructors Enthusiastic
Featured m ,
-

Radio, TN
Speech, Drama Building

To won a onwerwation With a lige Ihestar se Sªo Wan asaat.
weather of the Spree! aod Drama rya sees all tho easels."
Carobrie King, senior education
driiihr"3010 Oa* ilOrd vs* to
What do you cheek of the new major oho has starred in several
productions: "’There has long beta
answers_
typical
some
Here
are
seed for better farilitjes. The
a
flee’
tdr_ Guy heportod falai free foiriatimai shows will wigioate
-Ifs tremendous, sandy tre- drams .studests deserve them for
albaw
coins, is das fireere. Ho added that the orpinawas
the enerfinst work they do."
ones .ner tie rfirrecting cowers to wort reasiter mainire coarreresas. mendous esehmard Robert
Ralio aosi toinerisisa facireers of the man means type wbre Gay. rub, and teliename lostrocJerry Charletios. often-starred
..nivpireeheel nes the wow Speech oval Drama bairmps. acyrtirws Ws_
snidest: -1*m lookiig. fordrama
Janie drama no-. Parer- 1 Goy astructurin
fri ward to the finit production in
oda be fee be
denft
- ado, and triehron.
wiabw to
weed IRA be.
? aye roam mI th. bislang_ and
tir.1 allow brbeide-ardi of ...sews
.r..rn are so o)r.ai arid .rt errs2e sepoor..,ince I lir rat., se
I. irtor sad ,
foliage. preilletligie waive r#-sonnir. lot not enribrotran
bP ounieed tew.son
tartan.," of the Ern baildhat. Ow’
’
illiorfeard
- Gu.nittorreted tha, the
’nes./ of taturient. in raider, 4.4
;Joon rout." taPiid mresse
/he r.rn
ut-n
at- asioivo

Dew Wang with great antic..
Idabel:*
North*
a menhir era_
nes Wadenti "I will return hir
graduate week as min aa the
mow t
3 la avallable."

Tom Luce, radio speech major:
*Tea glad that I’m a sophomore.
be allowed the use of the new
facilities for at leen oar full year,
and I expect to benefit greatly
from that."’

rn
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Studio Theater
To Be Valuable
Sa VS Clanev

officials see mans

Dye Vat Helps
Costume Work

All lighting and fixtures in San
Jose State’s new Speech and
Drama Building will be done by ’
Rosendin Electrical Works.
Established in 1919, Rosendin is
one, of the oldest electrical
corvtractors in this area.
This Inauguration at State College is a celebration of progress. And what would progress
be without lighting?

SIamnerwarie F. ryk. must-

,New Building Will
Have Green Ream

SE Show

vim isitiimuca rum
. , . ream( heward
pieeiled tire ti the pr p po e d
ernntani of sfnusice wise, She expiam...1 ma/. tbe single barracj.
to which the oistunune dames
ifre now confirrei havr some" line
ftatawas and inadaquaces whore
a
be overcome in the new halliard

SUCCC/18

asp Frantinia City eollene:
’
San Francine* City college hot
week presented Ms animal all-coiletteabent show. Spring Varieties
Ilt-art shah was prassone.
el a success by Producer Mask?
Kasaneer as the conee,
min
pached for toth Nights.
of the %how’s run
The Pearlem was studest-pr-!,
durrd arul stutbrim-darected. The ,
production staff reteleed the i
pewee of faculty sad studestp Sari
tin smooth hasellksig of the easeS
lambkins encauatered aceerdbe,
to the City collage newSpogstr.

It is said that proper lighting
will lighten a student’s burdens.
Rosendin Electrical Works is
happy to do this work on your
campus. We’re prold of the
light we’re giving.

ROSENDIN
ELECTRICAL WORKS
Established 19P9

INA Avenue

CYpripss 2-1213
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New Building Will Have
Modein Equipment
"These youngsters are going to be taught drama with the finest
of modern equipment," William E. Gibson, construction supervisor
Grade I for the state of California, stated recently.
Gibson, who is a 1923 graduate of Stanford university, declared
that the facilities of the new Speech and Drama building will be
equal to those ot any theater any-w here.
are lowered and the painter
-The

r.
r,
Iy

dimming panel for lighting
and the mobile f orchestra pit are
especially impressive, he said.
"ArrangerneaR of costume and
scenery shops near the main
stage is efficient and economical in my opinion," Mr. Gibson
disclosed,
’’A feature of, the new Speech
and Drama building which makes
it different from the new Engineering and Music buildings is the
fact that the foundation is set on
piling driven to bedrock," Gibson
declared. He explained that this
was necessary because of the concentrated weight in the building
which is not present in the other
two.
Gibson disclosed that scenery
painting will not be done on
%Witold.. An arrangement lustbeen made whereby the drops

Little Theater
For Children
What will become of the Little
Theater after the Speech and
Drama department moves into its
new headquarters?
Dr. Hugh W. Gillis, head of the
Speech and Drama department,
predicted that the Little Theater
will become a children’s theater,
run cooperatively by the Education and the Drama departments.
According to Dr. Gulls, the plan
is to use the theater on Saturdays
for the entertainment of children.
This entertainment will be conducted by San Jose State college
students.

IleatiAg, Ventilating Are
Important in School Construction

works on them (ruin floor level,
rather than climbing a ladder.
The construction supervisor explaints] that the trench that is now
i surrounding the foundation of the
new building is a device by which
the workmen can have easy access
to area in which heating and electrical facilities will be installed.
According to Gibson, the kind
Of construction used on the new
Speech and Drama building is
called !’beam and pan." This is
nothing new, but very efficient,
the construction supervisor said.

Building To Be
All.Inclusive
"All facilities of the Speech
and Drama department will be
concientrated in the new building
upon its completion," Dr. Hugh
W. Gillis, head of the department,
announced recently.
Each course offered by the department will be taught in the
new building, he emphasized.
According- to Dr. Gillis, there
will be eight rooms reserved for
speech classes. Acting and direct:
ing will be taught in the Studio
Thipter. A room has been reserved for speech correction classes. Radio and television courses
will be taught there. Laboratories
for costume making and the designing of scenery have been provided for.
Dr. Gillis predicted that much
situation will
of the overcrowdingt
when the Speech and
be allevia
Drama de rtrnent finally takes!
pOisession of the new bufiding.

Yes, good ventilafion is necessary in scnool buildings becausa of thy &too
"effect it will have on the students.
The fan pictured above is one of Poe machines that will keep the new music
auditorium at comfortable temperatures the year around.
Years ago we did a similar job on the women’s gym also at State. Important jobs
like these must be handled by experienced experts .. we’ve been in business since 19 4.

SERPA and SHAMROCK
CONTRACTORfoHEATING; VENTICATING, PLUMBING

7

;

CORRECT LIGHTING: Essential
to an Institution of Learning,
Correct lighting: As necessary to learning as the text books themelves. Educators and students alike know how essential proper lighting is to people who use their eyes for long periods of time . . . day
after day. Electrical Contracthr Roy M. Butcher is also well acquainted
with this fact.
Electrical contracting has been offered by the Hoy M. Butcher
Company since 1915. Years of experience in this field have qualified
this company for such contracts as the electrical work on the new San
Jose State College Lab and Shop building.
Whether the building is industrial, commercial or private,
see Roy M: Butcher.

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTINc SINCE 1915

ROY M. BUTCHER

COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
510 W. San Fernando, San Jose
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V San Jose State College Music Buikling
Department

Hai Variety
Of ’Classes
Teacher, professional. and advocational training is offered by
the MUSIC department under the
supervision of Dr. L le DoWney,
department head.
A faculty staff of 19 tearbes
classes ranging , from brginning
piano to musieological study-.
Chimes are offered in all aspects of the field
’ The Musk department is a
member of the Fin - Arts division.
Its faculty cooperate.s with mere bet’s of the Art and Speech and.
Drama departments in offering a
ccimbined general! appreci A t inn
cldss. Corretaion of the Ants
!Student marl/alloy^
main Mined by the deportmr,rit include a symphonic and marching band, symphony orchestra,
a enlivens choir, choral einem_bit and several small Instrumental ensembies. Each group
presents a quarterly concert.
Chapters of Pi Mu Alpha. rirlhIC
fraternity, Mu Phi Epsilon. music
norotitY, and the Music Educstor
National Conference are also active in the departmeot. The greiups
with large student memtx rchip.
sponsor musical demonstrations
speakers. -Under ..the Gaslight", will be
the iceond spring ciPlarler 144w
presented by the Speech and’
Drama department. It will feature
old fashioned . Ohne.
’
STANDIND 11.9E-4Dlif for sees,
pancs-. the new Musk. builillhag
(left) awaits chrism-% able+
scheduled to move into the
structure before the beginning
of the summer rarsaion. TOW
structure faces is. seventh street
and hacks on h. Eighth street.

Piano Ragital

Dr. Downey-NI BoOk

Mary Fiore, &Igor music major. is scheduled to present her
graduate plane- recital son May 8
at 8:30 p.m, tit thd Little Theater,’
according to M. Boyer, secretary in the Music department office.
.
For the octagon, Miss Fiore
has selected "Mdaart’s Variations
on a Theme" by Gluck, "Second
Sonata" by Hindemith, and "Carnival Pranks in Vienna," by Schumann.
Graduate recitals are featured
events among the Music department attieities.

nett honk by Pi! Lyle Downey, head of Ate *sic department,
and co-duties’ Harold M. Johnson,
emendate professor of music, has
just been placed on the market,
according to the Music department office.
The book, "Basic Orchestration
Workbook." was published by the
William C. Brown company of
Dubuque, Iowu4 and has already
Met with popular response. It
consists of 6G.-work pages and a
manual of 40 pages. The combination of these two features makes
the work unique in its field.

LOOKING AT THE Imposing front of the Musie building.. (right)
from the eouthnelit oa S. Seventh street, one Is given a hint of the
other modern buildings still to conk in the college’s long-range
building program. In the projected plan the area to the south of the
structure Is to be a women’s athletic field.

anice Carlander Is Soloist
Janice

. -.-

Carlander. iiolinist, will partment. will direct.
Di Downey hit. directed Meek
soloist for the symstudent
the
be
phony orchestra concert May 26 delasiohn’s -St Paul** prealattaliF
at 8:15 p.m. in the Moira .Dailey Sunday by the oichestra and Ihre
choral ensemble
auditorium,
The Symphonic- band will give
senior music
. Miss Carlander.
Student. will play the Tschaikpw- its quarterly ilitencert June Z in
sky Concerto In D. opus 35.
the Morris Dailey auditorium. RoMore than 50 students and fac-lbert P. Olson, assistant professor.
ulty members will participate in ,! of rfltIC, will direct. During tall
the quarterly concert. Dr. Lyle quarter the symphonic or marchDowney, heed of the Music de- kg band plays for football games.

_
VIEWED ROM S. Eighth street the MAI Mao of tb b.
oien ato be sees. the projected Omfee1160. aellefa’ PrWAIIIIVear .
the orootuoi rioting of S..111pbtlt spool
toe inallk-waps
min
sad tomous.’
-

4...ecresrui
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Scant History Music Dept. Plans
Expansion On Building End -Quarter Move
Friday.
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Dr. Downey Sees Quick
In Music Department Activities

’ear are reinforced by evidence
By GERRY GARBARINI
It is difficult to speak of the new million dollar Music building to ’brought in via the eye.
great advantage of the Mu0; . Lyle Downey, Music depertmen+ head, without thinking that he re. I"Adepartments
both fatuity and
sic
embles a proud papa waiting to see his tint -born child.
students, is that we will all be
the
lack
o
and
insufficient
practice
rooms,
Cramped quarters,
I housed in one building. In the past
.11.tima Morris Dailey auditoriunt.um have
eyed the department we’ve used six different sites. The
,
"siars
new setup will aid departmental
howcw, a new da*n is:
morale," Dr. Downey indicated.
. ’king And 1)i’ DowneN has
Oddly. the department will
-4,41,. of an irnmcasurithly exnot realize an increase in the
J. nd..d in usic-- Pipgram.
number of classrooms. The new
t nit y. linlc program w l change 1ones are larger, however, and
’he feels. -Vor
adapted and equipped for their
burr our iww .(oncert hall
purposes.

The present Music building is beto have bann built in 1915.
tedcollege
Music department began using the structure as its
qUarters in 1929. Other than this
Dr. Lyle Dowriey, Music department head, *ads innocent of
knowledge aboitt the "old" build-

He Is hopend that new light
trill be cast on the departmental
lkistory soon. however. A SJ8
graduate, harry Miracle, Is writing a comprehensive accouat
4h present music building for a
graduate theais in mule.
Miracle, curnently a Music supirvlsor in Susenville, is the only
babe a site for public perThe acoustical and visual aid source of knowledge, according to
t umonres ever): night. We’..e heen
equipment will be completely mod- qr. Ilinvney.
"He has combed the school
ii.wring Morris Dailey auditorium
ern. "There are five rooms, in
ifn- past, Old our allotted time
additEon to the concert hall, which archives, early: catalogs, and the
is been inadequate."
are equipped with electric pick- downtown nesupapers in an atup-pla)back , N:. stems. These will tempt to gain information. fie has
-Our big ’,tents. like the symenable the deportini nt to pipe already put in two summers of
phony. 1.01iirMrt ;Ind the choral
radio programs, our own tapo research work." Dr. Downey attssemhle concert, will base to
recordings. or record programs tests.
ilialse twice %love the new
Mrs. Mary Boyer, musk deInto the rooms," he added.
orat only 600 perpartment secretary, is one other
Every room, except those used
.ons," he said.
slim sprig of historic kaowlange.
for storage, Is acoustically
1)owney believes Ibis is an
She recently told the Spartan
treated for specific purposes.
.okantasge, though For it doubles
Daily that the building was once
This, as Dr. Downey will vigorI
egperierw, of participating
ously support, la_ a great imused as a training quarters for
,tiotenta.
provement over the music rooms
prospective student teachers.
.araAllier advantage soon to he
"I wouldn’t know this," she connow being used. -The present
; aiiktzedi is the presence of erviztigh
Downey
. . . Dr. Lyle
walls are two pie’s of one-, fessed smilingly, "except that
-inuescal instruments to warrant
mentioned something
quarter inch piybaard on either someone
i’marouish inculcation of the facts
side of a two by four." be said about it one day and I jotted
; t 117111141’ ilfr into iintlen{tadUatea. fees at Man Jose, it being a state
It down in my note book."
unhappily.
college, We evpect many stuVito. there will be sufficient
1,-iicticit rooms and pianos. 36 in dents to enroll for these
hi do a complete job,’ Dr. courses."
I Leah,y !daft -d
l’reloirsty
the in
..... rs of practice allowed stn tent, isi. line hour per day.
Vow intlistdual stodent
will
lot-ogre.* much faster with unItmtted practice time and space.
"Ina. of lho most important
-ipanaes Is that any SJS student
’ill he able to take ritusie lea.
Jo applied music_ fields
rlannet, etc.." he revealed.
"Wit will have the space

(era, tire rooms) sal we can
Apes Illy music programei to agemiskiirs. With smi spiels!

Enthusiastic music majors

Dr. Downey feels that the enlarged facilities will make possible
Music majors at the college are lunate that the’ faculty now will
extension or music opportunities
into the general education pro- happily verbose when; asked how have combination office-studios of
gram in a much larger proportion they think they silf like their their own. Presently as many as
new music building on S. Seventh five teachers share one small
than %ea! previously Poesible
room, she said.
’We’ll base many sections of street.
"The availability of practice
Karleen Iversen, senior music
music appreciation and sun ey
courses which will be opett.with. and C.E. major, says she feels fine rooms is a big advantage over our
out prerequisites. These courses about it. "But, I wish we’d had present quarters." Dan Knost.lei,
will utilize ’live’ musk, not it a few sears ago, for I graduate senior music major, said. "Also,
records, because of our large in June. I’m pleased though. It’s. we’ll have our own auditorium.
Rudy Fegua, senior music mastaff of able faculty and std. ifornething we’ve been waiting ler,"
jor, said he liked the rose-colored
she said.
Emit performers."
A junior music major, Gladys, black boards in the new building,
He feels "live" music is superior, for concepts that enter the ’Lange. thOught it especiallp_ fer-t among other things.

The New Engineering Building with . . .

The

New Engineering

Tentative date Lir the longawaited move to the new Music
building is the end of this quar-

ter.
This was revealed recently by
Dr. Lyle Downey, Music depart Meat head. "We hope to be moved
by the last three weeks of this
quarter. If not then, we surely
want ,to be settled by summer session time," he said.
The amiable department leader
laughed when asked if the exodus across Seventh street would
relieve him of any long -suppressed
desires to vacate the present de.
partmental quarters.
"No," he said, "We’ve been in
here to long with the new building prospect that we’ve made

peace with our hopes."
Dr. Downey added that this was
a tribute to the Music department
staff, "which has waited patiently."

No Name Yet
Will the new Music building
be named in honor of a famous
SJS graduate?
According to Dr. Lyle Downey,
head of the Music department,
there has been no movement in
that direction. "So far, it is just
the Music building, and just the
concert hall," he said recently.

Famous Director
Praises Building
- One of the finest, though not
the largest, musk buildings in
the UnIted,Statm Is the way the
new college bode structure has
been described.
According to Dr. Downey, Edwin Franko Goldman, director of
the Goldman band, which plays
the famous -Oa The Mall." concerts in New York City, visited
the college about three months
ago and said: Tye never seen a
more beautiful concert hall."

Building with .

MODERN
The Best in Modern
VENTILATION’
Heating Facilities

Installed by Rauch

At its Best . .

Both education and construction have made tremendous
progress in the last quarier-century. The facilities for both
have grown better and blotter each year.
A prime eilamp_1\e of architectural progress can be seen
in the new Engineering Building, and we, of P. J. Rauch
are proud to place our name among those who made the
new campus at San Jossi State A reality.

Services by Rauch
INDUSTRIAL PING
POWER PLANT EQUIPMENT
STEAM A HOT:wATER HEATING
RADIANT HEATING
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
FIRE sPRiNKLER ENGINEERS
AISORPTION ItiFRIGERATION
SERVEL ALL.YEAR AIR CONDITIONERS
SERVEL WATER CHILLER

CONSOLIDATED SERVICES, INC.
THERMOCREEZE
’YORK AIR CONDITIONERS
0116AS BURNERS
FWX:01. OIL SOLVENTS

EXSAL BOILER COMPOUND
RED JACKET & WEBB
WATER SOFTENERS
STEAM BOILERS

P. J. RAUCH CO
Contracting Engineers

17$4 SMITH AVENUE

CYpeess 3-3543

Above you too
stsiction of the ye
bvilifog by Joite F. Russo Conloa,y.

duch in:Celled in th ns

Enoinsoring

Russo is proud to be among +he local contractors and sub -contractors who erected the new Engineering building. This building was
built using the finest in modern construction mettiodsoquipment, and
faciiities.
We, of the John F. Russo Company, worked on the installation of
Afaistilating and heating equipment. Our complete resources were
ilwown into the job and now, with the job over, we like to stand beck
and point with pride to the new Engineering building.

JOHN F. RUSSO
4

Skeet &Intel

575 4/. SAN CARLOS

Hoe*/

Ventilating

CYpress 4-2720
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VIEWING THE sew Engineering building firma across S. Seventh
street, one can see Its "L" shape which conspletes the square tensed
In part by the add San Jose Technical High ociteol
Me
new structure is nearly ready for occupancy. In the left forearmed
demolition work a the old San Jose High school beibilasamotieeattaata.
photo bky

Movable Roof New Building Will
Have More Labs

-We could take the roof off of
the new Engineering building
it
we wanted to," James H. Ander
Harry P. Hale, part-time asson, assistant professor of en insistant in the Engineering departeering, disclosed recently.
ment, recently stated, The neo.
According to Mr. Anderson, the building will constitute a great
roof does not rest on any of the improvement in facilities for our
Inner walls of the building,
department."

OWN..

"V.

vt

V

CONGRATULATIONS
from

BARRETT & HILP
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
FOR
SHOPS AND LABORATORIES BUILDING
We are proud fo have had a share in the construction of those facilities
which symbolize educational progress in the. community of San Jose and at
San Jose State College

"Our Forty-first Year"

BARRETT & IIILP
918 HAMSON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

DO 2-0700

its

State Officials Inspect Building
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New Building ToProvide
SJS With Modern Plant
By JOE BRYAN
’ The underly;ng purpose of the new engineering building is to
provide inexpensive facilities for teaching engineering courses with
modern equipment that is most practical for training in the field,"
Or. Ralph J. Smith, head of the engineering department, declared
in a recent interview. Dr. Smith disclosed that he is responsible for
the functional design of the build-t ,n,.; fie explained that the func- to
Smith’s
description.
Dr.
tional design means the purpose to "There will be two ciaos rooms,
shich Carlo room in the. building and the rest will be used In
will be put
berstory work." he amplified.
"We were not interested in esArcsieding 11-o- Dr. Smith Iflo
tablishing- a research laboratory,"
rusultosal design oast submitted
Dr. Smith continued "Our purpose
Is the stale architect, and a
%insetting’ design which encores. was to acquire adequate training
facilities which will give practiSmith’s
plan
posiwti Dr.
cal experience_"
emerged.
As an example of this he de-Tio building is constructed of
.inforoed concrete wittl a rigid OrrIbed a shielded room which
kill he used in experiment with
weak
communication signals.
Further description was "lien
of a power system which will
silos’, transmission of a variety
of electric seri ice to all of the
labs.
"There is an air-conditioned lab’
for presshre measurement which
is part of our production engineering Course." Dr. Smith said.
Arcording to him the engineering department has been growing
rapidly In the past three years
lie estimated the present quarter% ’
enrollment as 338. The new building was Constructed to accommodate 6(X). a figure he expects his ,
department to reach shortly.
!
"The count of the present quar- ’
ler does hot include students enlolled in neronautical engineering .
tiursits," Dr. Smith explained.
’

if e 9 re Proud. ..9

les"

"My husband built the new
Engineering building and we’re
DR. RALPH J. ShAITH
extreMely proud of it." Mrs.
George Wells. wife ’of. Barrett and
lie stated, which [(lip’s
oonstruction- supervisor,
stus’itit
.tti stremelly durable said recently.
"It is one of the most beautiful
The 641 0re room in the buildeducation buildings 1 have seen In
Ing is of th, tiered seal %oriety,
recent years." Mrs,. Wells conand contains
seats. according tinued.

’
,
1
I
I
I

INSPECTING THE new Engineering building on George J. Dieteric, construction Inspector for the
Apr. ?1 were (left to right) Byron Bollinger, super- state of California; Edwin M. Shosnate, state archintendent of construction for Saa Jose State co!le-ge: itect: and Al Ireton, paint Inspector.
photo by Rider

Engineering Building Is Aid to Department
Electronics Labs
Ed. C. Glover,- associate profes.or of engineering, declared that
the two laboratories designated
for his specialty - - electrical ehgineering would give plenty lof
room to operate,
Training circuits and other machinery for Industrial electronics
will be installed, and students will
he allowed to see them in openslion, Glover explained. "This is
an advantage over theoretilal
work." he added.
I
"Grouping our students in tt
new building should improve
already high student morale in our
department," -Glover declared.
"For the first lime our training
facilities for electronics should be
more than adequate,- he concluded.

.

Production Fields Food Processing
Carl Kaiser, assistant professor of engineering, disclosed that
two of the laboratories in the new
i Engineering building will be re’ served for his specialty --- production engineering.
Kaiser said, "The new building
will greatly increase the effectiveness of instruction in our
field."
,
According to Kaiser, no new
courses in the field of production
are slated for next year, but he
predicted that there will be some
in the future as a result of the
new /equipment.
"We will be able to accomplish
In one hour what in the past has
required a full afternoon’s field
trip." Kaiser estimated.
"The experiments we will con -

Dr. Allen Smith, a men2>o of
the engineering faculty, is inithe
process of developing a new i ogram for the department.
"It is too early to give the program a name yet," Dr. Smith said,
"but it wilLdeal either with chew.ical engineering or food proces,The new building should be a
boon to the engineering department, and the facilities will permit the installation of my new
program, which has 1 0 ng hecn
needed in this area."
duct will result in a working
knowledge of the subject," he
added.

INAUGURATING
41 A New President

V A Modern Campus

This inauguration celebration at San Jose State does
,-,ot stand for the beginning . . . but it stands for a NEW
beginning.
motion

this

Dr. Wahlquist will set this new regime

in

when he is formally installed. Progress will follow

otoguration.

WATER HAMS
B

And a newer, modern campus will then

&

PUlittix
RX/Vites
’RAINS

13 PLUMBING CO.

take shape.
B & B Plumbing Company helped to inaugurate this
new

era.

All of the plumbing and piping in the engineer-

ing building was done by B & B.

PLUMBING CO.
(I)
I

7

ski,

busy Imes

as

No.

PLUMBING
AND HEATING
CONTRACTORS

merchant plumbers
Cali CY 2-7955
1141 West Si Carlos

.
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A new athletic conference corn- ’versity of Nevada was Organized ;
posed of the California Aggies, recently. The final organizational
SaCtzunento, San Francisco and meeting was held at Davis, the
Humboldt State colleges. and Unti home of the Cal tggiza

Following are the final standings for the 1952-53 intra-murid
fraternity basketball league, at
cording to results compiled by the
AMS.
Basketball League
(fraternity)
Theta Chi
Delta U
Sigma Alpha lepodin:.
’
Sigma Pi ...
Sigma Nu...L 7
4
Delta Sigma
Lambda ’Chi
Pi Kappa
.Kappa Alpha
Alpha Tau iftnega
Sigma Chi
Theta XI._....
Phi Sigma K,appa
0
Kappa Tau
indepaideat League
1+101 Manor
2Collegians
3 --Foul Balls
SJS LakOrs
Cowboys
4--Banana Kids
5-PAT.

JR 11

Grid Fans Get
First Glance
At Footballers
Fans anxious to get their first
glimpse of next year’s grid squad
in action will be in their element
next Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock
when the annual Spring Bowl
game is held at Spartan Stadium.
Females will be backing the
boys In gold while sitting. In
their own rooting section with
gold clad leaders. The men will
also have their own yell leaders and will be backing the
white team. The women won
last year as their team came
out ahead in a hard-fought
game.
Teams are usually well picked
:ind the games are close.
The Spring Bowl game is the
last scrimmage of spring practice
or the footballers.

LANG STANLEY will face
tough competition In the coming
West Coast and Coliseum relays to be held May 9 and May
15 respectively. He also will
enter the NCAA meet at Lincoln, Nebr. June 19-20.

Ex-Foe Hurls
For Ord-Now
Bob Thollander, ex-USF pitcher
who gave the Spartans a bad time
last year, is now pitching for. the
Fort Ord Warriors. He has a 4-1
record thus tar and nu allowed
only nine earned runs in the 44
innings he has pitched.

We specialize in industrial installations,
treatment plants, and concrete construction.
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A Youth Learns Why
Football Is Played, sic.

Can He Really Britisher Visits San Diego State,
Be This Bad? Talks of Reds, Anuirica, Other Things
of

(A reprint from the University
North Dakota paper.)

(From the San Diego Aztec, by Jim Haas)
British am more tolerant of Communist sympathisers than Americans. This k the opinion of John Bowen, English scholar, who has been
visitiog friends at San Diego State college.
Asked in a press interview how England dealt with the Commun.

Between the senility of second
tivity which you call disgusting to Childhood WO the lighthearted
be necessary for a learned Body. lechery of the teens we find a
Many Shekels are spent each loathsome creature called a col- its problem, Bowen replied that.
the party was quite legal, but it I
Yesre for. this Activity that our lege boy.
lost more money than it gained
Collection: of Tomes might not be
A college boy is Laziness with votes at election times.
(Kent State University, Ohio.)
sufficient for Scholars desiring to
Idiocy
on
its
face,
peach
fuzz
"There were some Communistsl
The machine age marches on,
become Doctors."
its
hair
and
the
with lanolin in
at the universities," he said, "buti
And the Wise One, even HalfMope of the Future with an ov- they are recognized as such, and
A modern time/ has heea in’ inch the Illustrious, did perceive
stalled in the billiard room of
porliet.
students make allowances for any
although of erdrawn bank book in Its
that the Child.,
the Student Union building.
bias,
rude Nays, dhl possess a sparA college boy is a composite-This electric device, called the
educational and police I
kle of Mind. And liaffineh did
c baa thq energy of a Rip Van
is ,being used in othand agar traditions are: calculagraph.
system.’
Instruct him that he keep it preVinkle, the shyness of a Mr. Marooms in college studifferert," he said, "that III er billiard
so
,. r’. "d, pure, undefiled, and did
-2awher, the practicality of a Don
buildings all over the.
would he foolish and &scour.: dent union
aihise the Youth of the great
’4ubtote, the kindness of a Marcomport- country.
trona of me to make
Rarity which he, the Infant pos- ’ qui, de Sade, the imagination of a
.
e timer i run on the same
sons. :ads of our oun es has
sessed.
3i11 Sykes, the appetite of a Garpr’ ciples which are commonly in
with
dealing
5it
of
Its
ttsn
And Ha:finch did say : "Thou
Cantua, the aspirations of a Casause by factories and working esChild, art the WAN‘ of ape cry - nova, and when he wants sable- .ornething v..- both
tablishments where a time clock
in’; in rh. Wild.rnees. Be thou
thing it’s usually money.
"There was no equivalent to t
must be punched.
surc that ttu, Voice is Weed. For
’un-American acitivities corrmii ee
A player receives a mild and
8. -’on
He likes good liquor, bad liquor, in England," the Indian-bo
h,tit no -ti of such as thee.’
Bri- signs his name to it. His card
.;
11,1 theil poltitelifsor of unalled ciazses, double features, ’Usher stated.
N%111.1vi, I ho ii tOrIlle for
is then punched and kept until
girls anct foothall weekends. He is
once
he completes his playing. The
thine
/"I
%that -1r orpon ii
however,
added,
He
not much for hopeful mothers, irNiftti
uyt-Oxfordiati card is punched again, and the
the
Import."
found
helped
to
!From -the UCLA Daily Bruin.) ate fathers, sharp-eyed ushers.: activities committeeviiich invesi- time and cost are registered au;
it ,I fine 410 say- "it
alarm clocks or letters from the
A Itamlurger-eating contest was
nov. that thou
i tigated, among other things, the tomatically for a permanent redean.
ri..,
in ’flieughts conducted at UCLA recently. It
way in which women had MM. cord for the day.
’Ithrtg of Import to thee, a 1was the ilecond event of this type’
This new system has been in
’Nobody else can (-ram Into trated into thc4/ university’ since
Infant But speak, have Ifor UCL.I. students- since 1948.
operation for a bou t five full
one pocket a slide rule, a Mari- 1926
, ..)111 go thy ,Ai*
The first contest featured only lyn
liant’s
"We investigated them and weeks and has already lessened
Monroe calendar.
,Nrall the Kreshman, yea even the one contestant, Dave Dohrow, a "Critique of Pure Reason." a
they investigated u s. It uas a the confusion thich has prevailDobrow collapsible pool cue, an expired
ed in the past. In the Ohio State
tuirleta did sey Des very Day ;Igiant football player.
lot of fun."
about the asvolith flour I did hear I downed 16 hamburgers to . estab- liquor license, a ukelele, 39 rents
Bowen has led a varied and university union billiard room a
a So
a -Roar from near the lish the Official school record
in Italian lire, a Muggsy Span- extremely active life, receiving his calculagraph has been in operaMount The Roar did persist so . This year’s championship match iel record and a YMCA towel.
education in England, serving as tion successfully over the 18 pool
that1 was compelled to see its was to feature three, outstanding
a Captain in the Indian Army for and billard tables there.
A college boy is a magical crea- four and one-half years during
Cause from near. And so I did competitors who were to compete
The reaction of the players has
take ryself from rib, studious for the chance to represent the tureyou can lock him out of World War II, and being gradu- been great toward the timer, for
your heart but you can’t lock him ated from Oxford university last it has eliminated the long wait
l’urlu Is and did conse upon a Westwood area,
cabinet. You
score-; or more of saivage Creafor tables which has been the
The men were: Rob Filson, fra- out of your liquor
year.
tures ’,intent upon cartying an el- ternity row giant; Mason Kight, can get him off your mind but you
He admitted, however, that his frequent case in the past. In adlipsoidal Object
outab Field of the poor man’s Humphrey Penny- can’t get him off your expense visit to America has been "an en- dition, the 30-minute deadline has
GnriacilAnd I did see Persons, even worth; and an unidentified con- account. Might as well give up:i tirely new and thrilling experience been lifted.
pay t look upon the same. Tell testant who simply wished to be he is your jailer, your boss, and for me."
Dick- Shrives, manager ’of, the
thou Fount of Knowledge, referred to as the "Masked Mas- your albatross --a bleary-eyed, no
me.
says, "The
After teaching English classes union billiard room,
tituidle
of
girl-chasing
what tivas that disgusting pervert’. ticator."
at Ohio State last semester, the timer is more efficient and tends
worry.
/ve Activity"
28-year-old Bowen began hitch- to keep tables available for long
Andl Haffinch, yea even the
Readers of the University of
But, when you come home at hiking across the Country, arriv- periods of time."
Wise (hie, did say unto the Babe: Cincinnati Record got a shock re- night with only the shattered ing at SDSC Apt-. S.
"Thiel Activity doth take many cently from the headline, "Dr. pieces of your hopes and dreams,
Asked his opinion of American merit," And on this matter, it
lillani4s instil out the: Coffers of Altemeiter Gets Chair" It turned he can make them mighty Insig- women, Bowen reflected a mo- seems, most men see eye to eye,
the Universities. But the Powers out to be the Christian R. Holmes nificant with four magic words: ment, then remarked subtly, "I whether they be from England
of Ccintrol have deernied the Ac- !Chair of Surgery at-tfC.
admire their all-around develop- or America,
"I flunked out, Dad."
-------

Montana State litliVerSity ia
t ready to give up the foot.
not
!eta saw, in spite of economic
.troublea. A State student. Albert
Franklin Gilman. therefore makes
loiltraing satirical commentth
er oni the university’s decision to
li.’,Irroe ’football
wl it came to pass that a
Nallin. a ?..ery Fresh1
V.;e4 called l’ar did seek
and did
;it the WItle
,i..
rimph
of the sanic
daneil the Gaiie tht
the (;r,iit (lit’
"4:1,1(
.it Ilte Voltugstcr, a per.on
let,, hundred
I .r
I
1.,%ard /h.; %forming

,Men and Machines

on,
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STEEL BUILDS STRENGTH
Engineers Know the Importance
411:’

of Steel in Concrete Construction
earsamsz:
tAs

The picture at the left shows the amount of steel being
us;d in the founddtion of the new college speech ar.d
drama building. Steel is used here in libe.ral amounts
to insure maximum safety.

Concrete cannot be used successfully unless it is reinforced by steel. The steel distributes tension from
point to point which supports the load more easily.

Speech and Drama Building of the new State college

-Steel is important in large jobs, such as the one pictured, or in small jobs, like a car driveway. In either
job the strength and life of the concrete is increased
by steel.

showing steel enforcers

AN JOSE STEEL (0.
STEEL FABRICATING, ERECTING

